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ITEM NO. 2(2) GENERAL PLAN UPDATE (MAUI ISLAND PLAN: CHAPTER 8 (DIRECTED
GROWTH PLAN) - (HANA))

CHAIR BAISA: . . . (gavel) . . . Will the meeting of the General Plan Committee please come to order?
Before we begin, would everyone please put your cell phones and noisemakers on the silent
mode? And I'll do mine, too. Aha, thank you very much. I am Councilmember Gladys Baisa,
Chair of the Committee. This evening, we will begin our review of the Directed Growth Plan for
Hana. I would like to thank the Committee Members for traveling to Hana to give the residents
an opportunity to voice their concerns regarding the Directed Growth Plan for their community.
As we know, the Hana community is one of the most isolated on the island, making it difficult
for people to travel to the Council Chamber in Wailuku to testify, particularly during the day. I
also wanna thank the people who are here tonight to testify. Your opinions are critical to the
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Committee's decision-making process. We want to hear from you, that is why we are here. This
evening with me, are the Committee voting Members. And the Committee voting Members are
Don Couch, the Committee Vice-Chair, good evening; Member Bob Carroll which no stranger to
all of you, from out here; Elle Cochran, our Member from West Maui; and we have
Riki Hokama, a Member from Lanai; and excused tonight is our Chair Danny Mateo and
Joe Pontanilla. But also here tonight is Mike Victorino from Wailuku
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aloha, everyone.
CHAIR BAISA: --and Mike White from Paia, Haiku and Makawao. So those are the Council members
that are here tonight. And from Administration, we've got a lot of people with us tonight. This
Committee needs a lot of help from Staff in order for us to do what we do, and they all traveled
out here this evening so I'd like to thank them, too. We have Will Spence, the Planning Director.
MR. SPENCE: Good evening, Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: We have John Summers, the Administrative Planning Officer—and these guys are all
from the Planning Department—Simone Bosco, the Senior Planner; Mike Napier, GIS Analyst;
Dan McNulty-Huffinan, GIS Analyst; Mark King, GIS Analyst and James Giroux, our Deputy
Corporation Counsel. Committee Staff is also here tonight: and we have Legislative Attorneys,
Kirstin Hamman and Regina Gormley; Legislative Analyst, Josiah Nishita; and Committee
Secretary, Clarita Balala. I had a request couple days ago, and it was one of the Nana residents
who called and asked me if it was possible that we would change our agenda, our usual agenda,
around a little bit. And instead of going directly into testimony, if we could please have an
explanation by the Planning Department of what the changes are and what we're trying to do
here before the testifiers testify. It might help some of you get a little clarity as to what is in the
paperwork and also help you in your testimony if you wanna comment on what you're going to
learn. So I'm gonna turn this over, I understand, to...Simone, are you gonna be doing this?
Okay. I'm turning it over to Simone Bosco from the Planning Department. Simone?
MS. BOSCO: (PowerPoint Presentation) Good afternoon, everyone. I'm just gonna provide a very
short presentation for you. I'm gonna provide just a very brief overview of what we're doing
with the Maui Island Plan as well as a little bit of a background as to why we're doing this. I'm
not sure you can see the screen, though. Can...is that visible? Oh, it's becoming brighter. Okay.
My name is Simone Bosco. I'm with the Planning Department. I'm a Senior Planner, and I'm
here with John Summers and the GIS staff and the Planning Director. And we have been
involved in a very lengthy process to develop the Draft Maui Island Plan. It's been quite a while.
We did have several meetings here earlier in this exact room with the General Plan Advisory
Committee, and the Planning Commission has come out, too. Now the County Council is
coming in the final stages of adoption of the plan hoping to, you know, receive your input and
before the final adoption of the plan takes place. The purpose of my presentation is to describe
the basis of the East Maui Directed Growth Chapter which is primarily within the eighth chapter
of the plan. Okay. Also, we're...I'm gonna describe a little bit of the challenges and
opportunities for this region, which is the East Maui Hana Community Plan region, and the
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differences between the recommendations that came forth to the County Council from the
Advisory Committee for the General Plan and the Planning Commission and also the Planning
Director. Hold on one moment. I can't do that. Okay. Just a little bit of background. On the
screen, I'm projecting what constitutes the entire General Plan. It's comprised of essentially 11
separate documents. At the very top, you'll see there's a single document, it's the Countywide
Policy Plan. And this document applies to the entire County and it's primarily composed of very
broad, visionary, policy statements which essentially applies to all of the regions within the
County. That plan was adopted in 2010. The next plan down that sits underneath the
Countywide Policy Plan is the Maui Island Plan which is what we're working on right now with
the County Council. And that's the subject of this meeting. The Maui Island Plan basically is a
island-wide regional plan. It addresses a number of different issues: education, transportation,
facilities and—the one that we're handling now—which is Directed Growth. Directed Growth is
essentially a strategy that planners use to describe where an area might appropriately have
growth directed to. Also, it describes which areas would maybe not be appropriate for growth
and deserves some form of protection or other mechanism to keep growth not as intense. So
that's the subject of this meeting is to decide where growth will go within the East Maui region,
okay. And I'll get into that a little bit later. Underneath the Maui Island Plan, we have the other
islands: Lanai, Molokai and Kahoolawe which we have not yet released drafts of. We are just
starting that work now. After the Maui Island Plan, we will go full on into those other plans.
And those are also considered community plans for the outer islands. And then after that, and
somewhere soon after the Maui Island Plan is adopted, we'll start with all of the community
plans for this island. One of which is the Hana Community Plan, okay. And that...during that
process, we will also come back to your community and weigh in about what your needs are and
your priorities are so that's gonna be later on. At this point, though, this plan is more an islandwide plan that we're looking at. What is the role of this entire General Plan which is the 11
documents? Basically, it provides direction on a number of different areas of planning and
growth and development. On one end, we have policies which act as basically setting the
priorities for the County; and on the other hand, we also have regulations. We also have public
facility plans, CIP plans and capital projects which is how we implement our...how...it's how
we run the County. And we also have regulations which dictate kind of how growth occurs and
gets into the much more finer details of how development occurs. How was...how is...how does
the General Plan get developed? I'm gonna go little bit into the process here. It's quite a lengthy
process, and we're currently at the tail end of the process. It starts with the Planning Department
drafting a plan then that plan goes to the General Advisory groups, the committee that is formed
to review the plan. And during that process, the public has a chance to testify and share their
ideas. And during that process, we receive recommendations from the committee. Then it goes
back to the Planning Department, and then it goes forward to the Planning Commissions. Once
again, we review the entire document with the Commissions, we ask for input from the public,
we review the plan with the agencies and so forth. And then we take those recommendations
from those bodies and we bring it back in and then we forward the final draft from the Planning
Commission to the County Council, okay. So during this whole process, there's opportunities
like we have now to speak to those bodies that make decisions, and we will have that opportunity
here at this meeting for you. This process essentially we're in now is kind of the final stages.
And we hope that the County Council can receive your testimony and consider your concerns,
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and they will, and then bring this back in...within the next couple of months hopefully for the
final adoption of the plan. The role of the plan is to primarily decide where growth goes. In
order to do that, what we have set forth are Urban and Rural Growth areas. And you'll see
on...that we will be showing those growth areas later on, on the maps. We also established
priorities for developing regional facilities and services and also a financial plan so that we can
implement the actual...the priorities of the plan. Also, what is a good plan? A good plan is
comprehensive. And that means it covers all issues to do with growth and development. We go
from, you know, where schools go, where roads go, what the priorities are for healthcare,
environmental protection. There's a number of issues across the board that these plans address.
And so you will see if you go into the Maui Island Plan, all of those chapters within it cover a
topic. This topic is Directed Growth. It's consistent, which means all of the documents support
each other or support or complement each other. It's clear and specific, which means you don't
have to wonder what it means, you know what it means. You... it's clear enough that you don't
have to interpret it. The policies and implementation measures should also be...it should...they
should also address the concerns of the community. And also fiscally responsible; it should be
able to be financially feasible. In other words, not create unintended financial issues. And lastly,
but most important, we need to be able to have open and honest public debate about what's in the
plan and if the community can weigh in; that's required as part of developing the plan. These are
some of the examples of the chapters within the plan. We have Heritage Resources and Natural
Hazards, Economic Development, Infrastructure, Land Use, Directed Growth Strategy, and then
there's an implementation plan and Monitoring and Evaluation. We also have a housing section
which is one of the critical issues here I know in Hana. Okay. Now just to focus in now on this
section of East Maui, we are again at the very last section in the plan which is the Hana region.
And we have already covered the rest of the island. We've gone to...through each area and
decided on Directed Growth Maps. And now we're coming to your community to decide, with
your help, where the Directed Growth areas should go. Some of the challenges and opportunities
within Hana. Primarily what we heard is, protecting the rural character here and the sense of
place in this region is highly important. So we have proposed boundaries that...and we have
received many recommendations from the bodies that sensitively attempt to protect that rural
character while also important is protecting the environmental and cultural resources. And
another issue here is to provide affordable housing, okay. So those are the main challenges.
Coming back to our regional themes for the entire island: theme one, one of the things we heard
strongly through the entire process is to limit development in East Maui and also Northwest
Maui; theme two, to protect ag lands, especially prime ag lands; theme three, to direct growth to
areas near existing employment and where infrastructure and public facilities are; theme four,
within the Urban Growth Boundaries of which we...here, we only have Small Town Boundaries
for your area, we wanna try and promote a livable kind of mixed-use community. Okay. The
Snapshot of the Planning Area, the planning area is really very...much larger than this, but this
map contains the...essentially where the growth boundaries are going. What we see here are the
blue areas being the Rural Growth Boundaries where we're proposing a Rural Growth Boundary
and the yellow lines show where we're proposing a Small Town Boundary. And that's most like
Country Towns, it's not quite like a... it's not Kahului for example, it's more like what you have
in Hana town. Some of the strategies, again, to repeat the primary challenges is to protect and
minimize impacts on rural character, protect the environment and cultural resources, provide
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affordable housing close to town, define and invest in the town core so try and create more of a
town identity and create opportunities for economic development. As far as existing and
improved projects, what's already on the books, is a total of 53 units of projects that could be
built, fifty-three units of actual projects that are identified on the maps. That means 53 housing
units and another 502 housing units that are already entitled which could be built now on all the
remaining vacant lands in this region. So that's a total of 555 housing units that we project for
East Maui growth over the next 20 years at this point in time. This is showing a...this is
basically a graphic showing where these projects are located. And the very large one that you
see there is actually Department of Hawaiian Home Lands land; and that is actually a 50-year
build out so it's not extremely relevant to this time frame of 20 years, it's much more down the
line. And this is a table basically that describes the projects, the major projects. We have the
Hana Community Health and Wellness Village. We have Hana Plantation. These are our
residential projects. We have Helani Gardens II Self Help Housing...I can't...and I'm
not...pardon me if I'm mispronouncing this: Honomaele Subdivision; Kawaipapa Subdivision;
Wakiu Hana DHHL, that was the very large one; and then we have the 502 units that are
primarily across the board in...on Rural, small lot Rural and Ag lands. Okay. We have...and
within this region, we have one protected area proposed, and that is the Hana Highway. The
Hana Highway, as you probably already know, is a world-renowned, scenic road; but it also
contains some of the most intact, historic bridges within the State and certainly it deserves its
recognition as a National Historic District. So we have gone and reflected and matched the
boundaries of the National Historic District, the National Historic District road boundary, and
placed...we are recommending placing the Hana Highway itself within a protected area. What
that means is just the road itself would be in...under protection and the bridges. So...and we can
certainly answer any questions you might have about that after the meeting. Finally, this is
another description...this is another graphic of the Hana Highway, and it shows the bridges and
the routing and it goes from Huelo to Kipahulu. And I'm gonna flip forward here 'cause this just
shows basically the...some of the segments of the road that were designed by native Hawaiians
and what the road looked like in 1905. It's kinda hard to see, but it was just a horse trail and how
steep it was and how narrow it was way back when in 1905 so it's come a long ways. And, okay,
a little bit about the major differences and similarities during the process. Basically, we have on
the first map, El , Hana's airport, Hana's school and Hana Landfill in a Small Town Growth
Boundary. That was supported all the way through the process. So there are really no issues
with placing those facilities in a Small Town Boundary. We also had the inclusion of Hana town
itself, Hana proper in a Small Town Boundary. There was...there were no differences during the
process there and no objections to placing the boundary for Hana town. During this...during
2012, we also expanded Hana town to include the harbor area, and that is basically to support the
Urban designation which is already applying to the Hana Harbor. And that is new so it did not
receive review from the bodies, but we felt it was appropriate so we're recommending that at this
stage. The Hana...the inclusion of Hana's residential areas into the Rural Growth Boundaries,
now what I'm speaking of here primarily are the Rural areas where you see existing homes now.
That was supported throughout the process as well to place those areas in Rural Growth
Boundaries. And so we have really no opposition or there was...there were no real differences
there with the exception of the areas along the makai, shoreline, past Hana town, there are a
number of Rural Growth Boundaries proposed for the shoreline after Hana town; that was met
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with some concern. And, primarily, the concerns were impacts to the view planes and the views
to the ocean, a concern about an increase in subdivisions and maybe some houses coming up
along the coastline; that was a concern at the Planning Commission level. GPAC had no
concerns, they put the...those areas within the boundaries and that was primarily to support the
Rural designations that already exist at the State and County level for those areas. But again, like
I said, the Maui Planning Commission came and they did have these concerns so they removed
those boundaries along the shoreline past Hana town, and it went forward to the County Council
in that manner. At this point, though, the boundaries we are returning to the GPAC
recommendation to support their original recommendation because, again, those designations of
Rural are already in place. And the Planning Director will speak to this a little bit later after my
presentation. And this is just a visual of kinda the area—I can't see it quite clearly—but it's
essentially the area...the area I'm speaking of is just past Venus Pools all the way kind of to right
before the National Park Service, okay. And that is my presentation, and I hope it wasn't too
long. Okay. And if there's any questions?
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Ms. Bosco. I understand Director Spence also has a few
remarks.
MR. SPENCE: Good evening, Madam Chair, Council members, members of the public. My name is
Will Spence, I'm the Planning Director for Maui County. I wanted to give both the Members
and members of the public an explanation of how I view this area. My concerns which are very
similar to the people who, you know, who live out here; but the rationale of why I'm really
supporting what the General Plan Advisory Committee had supported for this area. The...and
mostly the changes that...or the proposals that I then...they're not super major. Like I said,
mostly what it is reflecting is a General Plan Advisory Committee and it's reflecting your
existing community plan. It's like no change from that. The...no changes to the school, to
housing, I mean we'll discuss where affordable housing is gonna go. But mostly through this
process, what I look at is this area down here—see if I can do this—one of the...the General Plan
Advisory Committee had proposed that this...all this Rural down here be taken out...or the
GPAC advised that it stay in. The former Planning Director and the Planning Commission said,
no, we should remove that Rural. What I'm...my concern about doing that is really for a couple
of things. One, you have a lot of small landowners down there. I mean you got some big houses
and stuff, but you also have a lot of local landowners. The Rural zoning has been there since
about 1963, almost 50 years, before a lot of us, you know, I was still in grade school, you know,
barely. So it's been there for a long time. It hasn't developed very much. Most of this...and it
won't develop very much. It's Interim, you cannot subdivide Interim land. It's also in the
Special Management Area. And I think as a lot of people remember when the guy down at
Haneoo Road tried to build his house right on the coastline there, the uproar in the community,
that your ability to provide testimony and to provide input into the process is because it's in the
Special Management Area. All of those properties are in the SMA. They're probably also not
gonna subdivide because there's... you cannot provide fire protection, you cannot provide
roadway widening. There's a lot of things that...of infrastructure that you cannot do. The
downside, if you take that out of the growth boundary... and that's a misnomer, to call it a growth
boundary is a misnomer. It also reflects exactly what's there right now. So if you say there's no
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growth boundary on there, you're saying all these properties are gonna be nonconforming. The
problems with creating nonconformities...I looked through the list of landowners, there's about
102 properties on the makai side of the road that would be affected by removing this boundary.
There are properties with three homes on it, legal homes. There's probably a bunch with
not-so-legal homes. But you make those homes nonconforming and one of those burns down or
they need to rebuild, you cannot. Essentially, what it would do...I mean you have a lot of
half-acre lots, one-acre lots, all those lots now would then become nonconforming; even the
larger lots become nonconforming as to the zoning. So it creates a lot more problems than it
actually resolves. I understand the concern of protecting viewsheds. That's part of what the
Special Management Area is for. I understand the character of the area. Again, the Interim
zoning prevents subdivision, prevents growth. At some point, we need to come back out to the
community and say, how do you guys want this zoned? So that's, you know, and that's
ultimately what we need to do. Interim zoning, you don't wanna leave it Interim either because
Interim zoning allows churches, schools, hospitals, all kinds of stuff that maybe you don't want
out at Muolea. So, you know, that's...there's pluses and minuses to leaving it in Interim zoning.
So my approach to this has been conservative. It's been to support what the GPAC did. It's been
to support what's been there for 50 years already. And it's also out of concern for local families
who own properties in this area and the effects of what would happen to them. So,
Madam Chair, that's...
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Mr. Spence. We'll...we thank you for those comments which
might help some of the testifiers. Testifiers, we're going to start. Members, we're going to start
with public testimony in just a minute. Those of you who want to testify, I hope that you've
signed up. If you haven't, you might also wanna do that. There's someone back there ready to
take...have you...take your fill...filled form, and then they'll give it to me. You'll be limited to
three minutes per person. And if you need a minute to conclude, we'll be happy to give you that.
You'll be told when you've reached your three minutes, and we'll also tell you when you get to
four minutes. If you're representing a group, would you please say so? If anybody other than
yourself, we'd like to know. So, Members, we're going to start with public testimony. Our first
testifier tonight is Ward Mardfin, and Ward will be followed by Simon Russell. Go right ahead.
. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY...
MR. MARDFIN: Council men and women, thank you very much for being out here. I...what I just
heard from the Director is something that we hadn't heard when...with the former Director. I
had been on the Maui Planning Commission at the time this was done. We had felt very strongly
that we should take the...everything makai of the highway out of a Rural Growth area so growth
wouldn't be there. We left it in mauka of the highway figuring some people might wanna do
development. I share with the current Director his concern for local families that have stuff, and
we're not trying to interfere with them putting up their house or anything like that. But you...the
current Director said it's a misnomer to call it Directed Growth. Well it's still Rural Growth and
that's a real concern to me. Maybe you need to use different words. My...now I have provided
you with a summary of testimony. For most of the island, this whole housing Directed Growth
area was because of a lack of housing. We expect the population to increase significantly on the
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island, and you're gonna need housing. And we were wrestling with where do you put that.
That is not the problem in Hana. The studies that were done, and I give reference to it in my
summary testimony, shows that till 2030, we have a surplus of buildable land that does not need
any further development. There was a Hana special concern to provide 200 units, but that's for
affordable housing. It's affordable housing that's the problem out here not housing. If you have
enough money, housing's not an issue. You can buy your land, you can put up your house. It's
affordable housing for local people is desperate. And we're not talking about it being in any of
these areas, makai of the highway. I strongly suggest that you follow what the Planning
Commission did and the former Director did in not having Rural Growth makai of the highway.
This...we can deal with these issues when we do get around to doing the new Hana Community
Plan and have a lot of public input. There's minimal public input at this point. But I'm afraid
that putting it in Rural Growth will prejudice or bias the Hana Community Plan to say, well you
have to have...be able to have growth there, that's where we're directing it. And I believe that's
not the right thing for this community. We wanna keep our shore views good. I understand what
the Director says about being SMA and it is. Interim means you've gotta go through, probably
have to go through the Hana Advisory Committee which I...we think is a good thing. I don't see
any reason to put a Rural Growth Boundary about it. If you do nothing, it will... you'll have
those protections. You're gonna tell me one minute?
MR. NISHITA: Three minutes, yeah.
MR. MARDFIN: If I had my way, I would've taken the Rural Growth Boundaries out mauka of the
highway, too. I just didn't think there were the votes to do it so we left it in. But, as I say, with
all the studies that were done prior to going into this, all the data said there's not an issue with
buildable land out here. There is enough Ag and Rural-zoned land to put up all the housing you
want that would be desired if you've got the money...it's a special...it's affordable housing that's
difficult. I understand Councilmember Mike White has proposed 500-foot—on other parts of the
island-500-foot Preservation areas. I think that's a great idea. I'd...if it...if I had the power to
do it from Keanae to Kaupo, same thing
MR. NISHITA: Four minutes.
MR. MARDFIN: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Mr. Mardfin. If you could just hold on for a second? We'll
find out if...after you speak, if you could just stand for a minute, we'll see if any of the Members
have questions for you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Yes, Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you for your comments, and I appreciate it very much. One
of the chapters we're gonna eventually deal with is the Implementation Plan. And, you know,
I've heard you'd be supportive of a 500-foot Preservation border, whatever we wanna call it. So
if it comes down to increased taxation to make that happen, people like you are willing to pay
more taxes?
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MR. MARDFIN: I am, but I can't speak for the rest of the Hana community. Why would it cost more
money?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: More than likely we're gonna have to condemn and buy the land.
MR. MARDFIN: Oh. That could be a problem.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Any other questions for Mr. Mardfin? Seeing none, Ward, thank you. Our next
testifier if Simon Russell. And Mr. Russell will be followed by JoAnn Carreira. Good evening.
MR. RUSSELL: Aloha kakou, Honorable Council Chair Baisa and Council, thank you for coming out
today; and concerned citizens, thank you for showing up here at this important testimony.
CHAIR BAISA: Simon, if you could just get closer to the mic? You wanna lift it up a little bit? You're
taller, obviously. Okay. Thank you.
MR. RUSSELL: Sony about that. I come here to point out a few things that are obvious to some and
maybe not to others. Myself and the people I speak for want you to constrain the Rural Growth
Boundaries mauka of the Hana Highway, stick with the 2010 Draft of the General Plan please.
Maui's shoreline is crowded enough, there's no need for Rural half-acre lots from Hana to
Makaalae and so on. My wife, here, and I were married at Waioka; and my brother and I have a
farm down the road, we do agroforestry. So we're pretty concerned about Rural Growth
Boundaries along Maui's shoreline out here. We think there's enough development on Maui's
shoreline. In my opinion, the Council these days has a real pro-development bent. Look at
Kahului, it's a...it has a huge industrial park going on with some in the Council advocating for a
brand new industrial zoning ordinance termed M-3. According to your draft statement, the
zoning would cover industrial uses that are, quote, considered obnoxious or offensive by reason
of emission of odor, dust, gas, smoke, noise, vibration, and the like and not allowed in other
district according to that bill. We don't need more of that stuff on Maui, enough already. It
looks like Oahu's coming to Maui, Superferry or not. Need I even mention the 700,000
square-foot mega mall in Kihei that nobody but Charlie Jencks seems to want? That's not what
was intended for that area. With the exception of Mr. Carroll and Ms. Cochran and Mr. Couch,
thank you, you Council members lifted the Preservation status on the land at Honolua Point and
brought it one step closer to millionaire estates on the sea. Like Maui needs more of those, not.
The Council already has allowed most of the nice beaches on that side to become hotels. You
thinking you wanted to finish the job maybe? You're not inspiring confidence in your ability to
provide...to protect Maui and me or most people I know, guys. We want Oahu to stay there, this
is Maui. Ua mau ke ea o ka aina i ka pono. Let them mouth those words idly. We mean it, Maui
no ka oi. Now Oahu and its clean energy initiative wanna plug into alternative energy resources
over here with huge undersea extension cables and erect an 11,000-acre wind farm with towering
windmills 432 feet high. Molokai says "no", but our leaders vote for it anyway. What's the
upside for us, an economy of scale that increases the bottom line of HECO? And how about
-
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those car registration fees by the way? Three hundred bucks a year for my truck? That money
feeds my family for a month. I'm not feeling represented here, guys, sorry. Let's talk about
what's on your agenda tonight, though, Hana Growth Boundaries. I hope you keep them within
what the people here demand, and don't pull your Honolua BS on us poor folk. We love our way
of life in the country. And you'll give lip service, no doubt, and try to find a way for somebody
to make millions off the Hawaii Hollywood puts forth and PR agents market to tourists. We live
in the real world, we want it to remain sacred and pono. We wanna restore Hawaii now and
make it thrive not watch it wither. We need self-sufficiency here not dependency. We need a
Hawaii that grows its own food, good food. We want clean air, pure water, we want good
schools and a County that is not trampled on by corrupt corporations or their political cronies.
We want a Hawaii that says loud and clear to GMO, "no"; and bad land practices, "no". We
want our rivers and streams restored, not sold illegally to the highest bidder. Those are your jobs
as our representatives. That's why you have the authority to do what you do. We need a
paradigm shift away from the status quo, please. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Russell. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank
you. Our next testifier is JoAnn Carreira, and she'll be followed by John Blumer-Buell.
MS. CARREIRA: Aloha. I wanted to use up all my three minutes so, hi. I wanted to address this, yeah,
we talking about this, too?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
MS. CARREIRA: Okay. I wanted to...if we can look at the language on this because my understanding
is that the red underline is what you're adding and the red cross out is what you're deleting.
CHAIR BAISA: Go ahead.
MS. CARREIRA: I wanted to...while you're looking for that, I wanted to...
CHAIR BAISA: We've got it, go ahead.
MS. CARREIRA: Okay. So if we just start from Page 1, you know, throughout this plan that I'm
reading, and it's only to my own understanding, we got district from Huelo, Mile Marker 3, to
Kaupo and then we got it from Oopuloa to Kanaio. And so...and then it's from Hana to Kaupo.
Anyway, it's three different areas and I'm not sure which one we're really looking at. And some
of these places...you know when the Hana Community Plan was developed, it was for ten years
and it never got edited again. It never got revisited. So does that mean that two thousand or
whenever the ten years was up, it's not existent anymore or is that what we're still using?
Because I think in that plan, there's a lot of language used as open space. So couple
Administrations ago, they used language like "Small Town Growth", "Smart Growth" and now
we're using "Country Town Growth" or something. Anyway, there's a couple places in here that
I feel like when they were...when the community volunteers and gives up their time and really
put in thought to their language, and then the next generation comes up and wanna change it. So
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under Challenges and Opportunities, it's a small word, but it says, the major land use threat and
opportunities include. But they wanna take out "threats" and use the word "challenges". I think
"threats" when the committee was working on it, it's really a big difference between "threats"
and "challenges". So I just wanna say to leave that word "threats" in. And then under
Environmental Protection, wow, you know, you folks are adding in almost a paragraph of foreign
language to the mommy like me, and you're taking away the words that is significant to the
families. So I wanna read what you're taking out.
MR. NISHITA: Three minutes.
MS. CARREIRA: You see. Recognizing that many residents depend upon the region's natural
environment it is essential to ensure the sustainability of these resources as well as the Hawaiian
lifestyle of the area's residents...these resources. But then you wanna strike that out and you
wanna put in, the Hana region's native rainforests are among the most imperiled in the world.
The forests that remain contain a high concentration of threatened and... anyway it goes on all
the language that you wanna use. But it's not meaningful to us. I mean it doesn't mean anything
to me about "imperiled in the world", hello, we just want it to be recognized by the residents here
and that it's noted that we depend on it. And there's...like if you go down to Develop Future
Economic Development, they wanna strike out "meaningful" employment.
MR. NISHITA: Four minutes.
MS. CARREIRA: Okay. Just one fast one. They strike out "meaningful" employment, to me,
"meaningful" employment means I can afford...I might be able to get an $11 an hour job. You
strike out "meaningful" and you just say, "employment opportunities" then go sell your musubi
on the side of the road, that's meaningful employment. Anyway we gotta revisit this, but how do
we do it in three minutes? Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Ms. Carreira, if you can hold on for a second.
MS. CARREIRA: Sorry.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, any need for clarification of the testimony? Any need to rephrase? I don't
see any of that, but I did wanna tell you a couple of things. One is that your plan, your current
plan, will be in effect until you have a new one that's approved, and that's how it works. We
can't throw out your plan until you have a new one that's approved.
MS. CARREIRA: What I'm afraid of is that you're on the final stages of this General Plan -CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
MS. CARREIRA: --but it's not really enforcing the Hana plan the way it is written. It's proposing,
giving up different proposal.
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CHAIR BAISA: We got your testimony, but I just wanted to let you know, not to worry about your old
plan not being in effect. It will be until you have a new one.
MS. CARREIRA: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Any further questions? None. Our next testifier is John Blumer-Buell, and he'll be
followed by Skip Young.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: I'd like a extra few seconds just to say mahalos to everybody, particularly the
people that came out from Hana today, all the staff and all of the people that have worked on this
so hard for a long time. And, you know, in particular, I'd like to point out that as a member of
GPAC, I served with 24 other members. It was a great experience, I knew a lot of the members
before, but I came closer friends with a lot of 'em and got to meet some great new people. And
Gladys was at more meetings than anybody else and Elle was there as a private citizen more than
anybody else so it's good to see her here. My testimony has been submitted in writing and along
with...so I'll just read it. Aloha, Chair Baisa and Committee Members. I previously submitted
testimony to your Committee via e-mail regarding Map Considerations for the Hana District,
Hana Affordable Housing, Request to Remove PK-4 Golf Course Park Condition Zoning from
the Hana Community Plan Maps, and Unintended Consequences of Rural Growth Boundaries.
That testimony should be in your binders. And I added after that, please consider extending a
Planned Protection Area east to Kanaio. This would be included as part 8-64, East Maui Planned Protection Area. Comments on the Draft Island Plan, Directed Growth Plan, Hana, 8-62
through 8-65. I suggest adding a reference to the Hawaii State Legislature ACT 288 in
Challenges and Opportunities, Section 8-62 and 8-63, within The Protection and Preservation of
Cultural issues section. Governor Abercrombie approved this act just last month on July 9 th . The
first meeting of the General Plan Advisory Committee (GPAC) at the Maui Arts and Cultural
Center included a presentation regarding moku and ahupuaa as consideration within the Maui
General Plan process. With the passage of ACT 288, the Aha Moku Council Advisory
Committee should be recognized in this document we're talking about now and included in the
process as we move forward to review the community plans. They're Advisory Committee, but
they should be included. Directed Growth Maps El and E2, I strongly support the inclusion of
the Planning Department Directed Growth Maps dated November 17, 2010 and the Maui
Planning Commission Directed Growth Maps dated October 2, 2009 with reservations only for
clarification.
MR. NISHITA: Three minutes.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: The two versions appear identical. Those recommendations best represent the
wishes of the Hana community. I do not support the GPAC Directed Growth Maps or the
Director's Proposed Changes for 2012. I support my recommendation...as support of my
recommendation, I submit the Development Survey conducted by the Hana Community
Association dated 1988 and the Hana Community Poll Results dated March 15, 2005. I give a
list of additional resource material that supports my recommendation including a wonderful
cultural landscape study done by our own Planning Department in 1995. The 1946 proposed
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Hanahuli subdivision, where all this Rural Growth is, I'm submitting the 1946 subdivision map
to show you the genesis of all this. This was...this happened more than six years ago. And
there's ways...and so we've evolved over that and the County wisely was part of the purchase of
Muolea Point.
MR. NISHITA: Four minutes.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: Could I have just another few minutes...another seconds? The last thing is
the Maui News, July 30, 1997, and that is the bright side seen in beach dispute and Hana
apartment plan debated. These are two very disputed items. I'm gonna give you the article, and
they turned out well for the community. We have 41 acres in permanent Preservation in
Makaalae as a result of that conflict. God bless Larry Kaikala and Tom Morrow, they're on the
front page. And the rest of them are the things I'd like you to take a look at. The last paragraph
says, finally, I am concerned with the implications of possible future comprehensive re-zoning.
MR. NISHITA: Five minutes.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: I...
CHAIR BAISA: John, you need to wrap up.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: Last sentence, I suggest this concept should be carefully considered during the
upcoming review of the Hana Community Plan. And mahalo nui to all of you for coming out,
thanks.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Members, do we have any need for clarification of the
testimony? Seeing none, John, thank you very much.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: You're welcome.
CHAIR BAISA: Our next testifier will be Skip Young, and Mr. Young will be followed by
Chuck Thorne. Good evening.
MR. YOUNG: Hello Chair, Council members and Staff. I'd like to comment about that man that got
married at Waioka, and that's Venus Pool. I don't like that word "Venus Pool", I like Waioka,
okay, that's the real name for that park. Okay. Now, my mother was Mildred Maria Haia Young.
Her mother was Maria Haia Medeiros. Her mother was Francis Piilani Wilmington whose
mother was Kahananui Piilani. Her father was Keawe Piilani whose father was Lono Piilani; and
his father was the great king of Piilani, the island of Maui. I am the seventh generation Piilani.
The largest heiau in the State of Hawaii is located in Honomaele, Hana, Maui, is named for him.
My name is Skippy Young. I am seventh generation Piilani Some of my cousins, today, are
Bully Hoopai, Blue Lono, Piilani Lono, John Boy Lono, Bobby Hoopai, Randy Medeiros,
Ulu Medeiros, the list goes on and on. We are all seventh generation Piilani. Some of my dead
relatives are Leslie Medeiros who was the Chief of Police in Hana; Howard Cooper whose wife
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was Nora Cooper; Elmer Kaiama Henderson is the Provost Marshall of MCC; Carl Kaiama,
Director of Water Works, he's still alive. These are all sixth generation Piilani. My name is
Skippy Young and I own the Nahiku Market Place in Nahiku. And effective January 8, 2008, I
was granted a minor SMA permit which expired on January 8, 2009. These permits are
necessary because the Nahiku Market Place includes uses that are not allowable on agricultural
land. This includes a coffee shop, a gift shop, Chinese food, lunch wagon, a taco stand, Thai
food cart, and a fruit stand with coconut candy. The Board of Health permits were $250 for each
establishment. My electrical permit was $1,500, my driveway permit was $1,500, my parking
lot was $6,400 to pave, and my minor SMA permit was $15,000. You know, it was the SMA
permit, yeah, is just so I can sell non-agricultural things off of agricultural land. And this
permitting process is so complicated that it cost $1,500 from Chris Hart and Partners. Now -MR. NISHITA: Three minutes.
MR. YOUNG: --it shouldn't be that much, yeah. The SMA permit expired January 2008 [sic] which I
was supposed to renew. But I thought Chris Hart and Partners would renew it, but they said I
was supposed to do it. I don't know how to do this kinda stuff 'cause I didn't graduate from high
school. But I know how to do the businesses. Now they said it's gonna cost $9,600 to renew it.
The County said too much time had passed so I'm gonna have to make a new permit; this time
it's gonna cost $25,000. This is all the money that I saved within the last four, five years. What I
am here for is to ask for a zoning change on two acres of land for my market place to business so
I don't have to go through this every time my permit expires.
MR. NISHITA: Four minutes.
MR. YOUNG: If you allow this, I am willing to donate half acre of land to the County for whatever you
guys wanna do it. I'm proud to come from Maui County, has always been my home. I served in
the Army, 1966, and I came home in 1970 after working at Pearl Harbor for three years.
Anyway, it is my humble...anyway, I'm honored to be your humble servant, Skippy Young.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Young. Members, any need for clarification of the testimony?
Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Madam Chair. Thank you, Mr. Young, for being here. Do you
happen to know what the parcel numbers are?
MR. YOUNG: 1-3-2-012.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Any other need...any other questions? Seeing none, Mr. Young, thank you very much.
Our next testifier will be Chuck Thorne, and he'll be followed by Mary Traynor.
MR. THORNE: Can I give testimony on something slightly different?
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CHAIR BAISA: We're here to testify on the Hana Directed Growth. And, you know, I'm trying to be
lenient, and I'm letting a lot of stuff go. But, you know, hopefully it's related.
MR. THORNE: . . . (inaudible) . . .
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you. Next testifier will be Mary Traynor, and Ms. Traynor will be followed by
Courtney Bruch...or Bruck I think, if I remember correctly. Yes, thank you.
MS. TRAYNOR: Aloha, everyone.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.
MS. TRAYNOR: I support the 2010 Draft Maui Island Plan and the Planning Commission's
recommendations to keep Rural Growth Boundaries to the mauka side of the Hana Highway.
The Planning Director and GPAC support making the Rural Growth Boundaries consistent with
the Rural designations made by the State Land Use Commission in 1963 and by the Community
Plan in 1994. However, these designations are 20-50 years old and they are no longer pertinent
to what the community's current desires are. In current times, the community has expressed its
desire to preserve Hana's open space and views and to keep its magnificent coastline
undeveloped. While the Planning Director stated earlier that the 283 acres in a SMA cannot be
subdivided because it's in Interim zoning, that is not completely true. A Rural Growth Boundary
sends a message for Rural Growth. If a Rural Growth Boundary is adopted around the 283 acres
of makai land, it opens the door to change the zoning to Rural. Since there are no guidelines in
place to evaluate a Change in Zoning, these requests are often approved arbitrarily. Once Rural
zoning is approved, it opens the door for the development of both Rural villages or Rural
subdivisions with lots as small as half acre. I am opposed to placing lands makai of the highway
in a Rural Growth Boundary because it puts Hana's shoreline at risk of higher density with the
proliferation of half-acre Rural lot subdivisions. It presents the potential to negatively impact
views and scenic qualities. Hana also lacks the infrastructure to support excessive growth and
development. Hana's Growth Boundaries should be constrained to meet projected housing need
and not more. Because of these reasons, I do not support including the 283 acres identified as
D112, D115, D116, D117, D118, D119, -120 and -121 into a Rural Growth Boundary. I would
also like to express my support for the Planned Protection Area, Hana Belt Road. In addition, I
also support placing the land between Hana town and Ka Iwi 0 Pele as well as Kauiki Hill in
Preservation. Hana is a unique and special place to not only the local community, but to visitors
from around the world. Its countryside, open spaces and spectacular views deserve to be
protected. It would be a tragic loss to ruin its scenic and historic character with excessive
development along its shoreline. Thank you for your support in constraining the growth to the
recommendations of the 2010 Draft Maui Island Plan. In closing, I just wanted to touch on West
Maui for a moment. There are many of us in the community that are shocked and disappointed
with the decisions that were made in West Maui where the Committee pretty much gave the
developers what they wanted and irresponsibly exceeded projecting housing needs.
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MR. NISHITA: Three minutes.
MS. TRAYNOR: I beseech the Committee to listen to the community and reverse your vote on Lipoa
Point and Olowalu town. I will continue to urge the community to keep the pressure on until you
do. Thank you.

CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Mary. Members, need for clarification? Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Madam Chair; and thank you, Mary, for being here. I just wanna
make sure I'm clear that you're proposing putting all these folks in non-conformity so it's gonna
be difficult for them to do anything to their homes. That's what you're asking, is that correct?
MS. TRAYNOR: No, I'm not. They can actually build homes on their property now. They just can't
subdivide to half-acre lots.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you.
MS. TRAYNOR: You're welcome.
CHAIR BAISA: Any further questions or clarifications? Seeing none...before you get going, Courtney,
Chair would like to say that we brought some ability here to serve hot tea or decaf coffee or
regular coffee. I'm sorry it's all instant; but you know, we're traveling, we don't have a
Starbucks with us. But if you'd like some, please help yourself. And if you're getting to the
bottom of the pot, let us know so we can start...put some more in. So if you'd go ahead,
Courtney, thank you.
MS. BRUCH: Okay. Aloha. I have a sprained ankle so I'm gonna sit for this.
CHAIR BAISA: I want you to relax.
MS. BRUCH: Thank you. I wanna thank everyone for coming here today. I'm a little concerned about
the time constraint this evening. I feel like other areas of the island have had more time. So I
hope that this evening that you don't rush into any decisions, and if it means you flying out back
out here that you will. And if it means more people in the Hana community knowing what's
potentially going to happen here, it would give them extra time to learn and be aware and come
share their voice about it. I am concerned about decisions voted in by this Council not by
everyone, but by Members that added 390 acres to Makena and placated developers in South and
West Maui. And because of these choices, I came out here today from Upcountry to see you.
And it's very important that you listen to the desires of the native people here and the people who
really care for this land and not to the developers who wanna come in and pave over and put
money in their pockets. We need to...I would love to see the ahupuaas put back into place and
for all Hawaiians and all people here to be able to live truly sustainably, off the lands, preserving
the water, air and soils here. That means growing organically and kicking Monsanto and biotech
out. I agree with Mary's recommendations. I'm concerned about these lands put...be putting
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in...placed into Rural because the...developers are very crafty, and they can come in and they
can develop into half-acre lots. So when I imagine the Hana, Kipahulu coastline in half
acre...potentially McMansion, you know, subdivisions that is not what we want here in Hana.
The Planning Director, you know, says that GPAC supported making the Rural Growth
Boundaries; however, these designations are 20 to 50 years old and are no longer pertinent to the
community's current desires. In current times, many community members have expressed their
desire to preserve Hana's open spaces and views and keep its magnificent coastline undeveloped.
I think it's ironic that this meeting is today. Bio-Logical Capital Corporation has put... signed a
deal to buy Hana Ranch, that was in the paper today. So this signal...this agreement signals the
beginning of the process, this is coming from the article. Guy—excuse me for the
pronunciation—Kaulukukui, Bio-Logical Capital Senior Vice President for Hawaii Initiatives
says, we'll be engaging the community and sharing our broad visions so that the community can
find their place in it. I really think they should be going the other way around -MR. NISHITA: Three minutes.
MS. BRUCH: --and listening to the community's vision and seeing where they can find their place in it,
if it's possible. So I hope that the Hana community will come forward—and I'm glad there are
people here today—and really take a stand. I know that there's been, you know, these Hawaiian
lands were taken away, and I know that there's a lot of sadness and grief in the Hawaiian
community over that. And I pray for healing within that, and that the Hawaiian nation is able to
step forward and really unify and come together to do right for themselves and this community.
And that you, as Council members, will protect these lands and assist in that.
MR. NISHITA: Four minutes.
MS. BRUCH: I think I've said...
CHAIR BAISA: Courtney, if you could conclude?
MS. BRUCH: I think I've said what I feel like I need to say here today, and I appreciate you for
listening. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Members, clarification for the testimony? Seeing none, thank
you very much. Our next testifier is Jonathan Starr, and he'll be followed by Robin Rayner.
MR. STARR: Aloha, Council members. Aloha, Planning Director and great planners and staff; thank
you for coming to Hana. I'm Jonathan Starr. I live at Naopuu above Kalepa Gulch between
Kaupo and Kipahulu. I served five years, until recently, on the Maui Planning Commission; I
was Chair for two years. And, during that time, we went through the Maui Island Plan. We went
through it very carefully. We spent many, many, long, long days and nights doing it. We came to
Hana, we came all over the County. And we did it without any extension, without needing time,
we did it by working really hard and got it done. I'm, frankly, a little bit shocked at what I see
being done to both the wording of the plan and the Directed Growth Maps. Speaking about
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Hana, we had a lot of testimony and a lot of concern about the shoreline, about the makai lands.
And there seems to be a great desire in the community to remove it from the Directed Rural
Growth Boundary. People here do not feel the need for many, many more million-dollar houses
along the shoreline. The shoreline, rather, should be kept as much as possible in a public
domain. And by putting it into Directed Rural Growth, you're basically urbanizing it that is
contrary to what was desired. So I really hope that you listen to what we did because it was a lot
of discussion about it at the time and it was the right thing to do. You know, it is Interim and
putting it in Rural will see a lot of development. Our shoreline, our aquatic resources, that's sort
of what makes Maui different from most places in the world. And we came from the sea, we all
kind of walked up as many little creatures do from the beaches, and a lot of us like to creep down
onto the beaches and down into the ocean. And the shoreline is a very sacred and important
thing. And I really can't stress enough the importance of respecting that both in Hana. And I
was shocked in what I saw going on regarding West Maui. I really wanna compliment and
appreciate the courage of those Council members who stood strong and voted against taking
Lipoa Point above Honolua Bay, one of our true gems, and taking the Preservation away from
that. I really thank you for those few of you who stood against it, and maybe less so for those
who voted to allow it to be turned into lots and lots and lots of very expensive houses for people
from someplace else.
MR. NISHITA: Three minutes.
MR. STARR: I think that's wrong. I was very sad to see Olowalu turned into urbanization. I think
that's bad planning. I think that that's another opportunity to spoil one of the very few really
important reefs, one of the really important shorelines. I'm really sad to see much more
development added at Makena. And I really wish you would reconsider those areas because our
shoreline, where it's still beautiful, where it's still pristine, where it still has coral reefs and fish,
it's really important. And once it gets built up, once you allow it to be urbanized around it, it's
been destroyed in every opportunity at every location. The only places where it's still good are
Makena, Olowalu and Honolua Bay, and now we're looking to see those destroyed. Anyway, I
thank you for your work, and I hope you take that into consideration, aloha.

CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Starr. Members, any clarifications? Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Madam Chair; and thank you, Mr. Starr, for being here. Question
for you on the Rural Growth suggestions that the Planning Director put in there, I just want
clarification. You're concerned about a density increase, is that correct?
MR. STARR: Yeah, I'm concerned about it being made easy to build a lot more housing on smaller lots
by the ocean.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
MR. STARR: Thank you.
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CHAIR BAISA: Any need for further clarification? Seeing none, thank you, Mr. Starr. Next testifier is
Robin Rayner, and the next person will be...I think it's Sol Church. Go ahead.
MS. RAYNER: Yes, good evening. Thank you all for coming and the opportunity to speak with you. I
have a couple of, just, clarifications on this Maui Community Plan. We talk about Rural Growth
and we talk about Small Town. I'm not sure what the definitions of those are or how they play
into the zoning, if this is intended to be a precursor for a new zoning regulation or are we talking
about these particular areas going into that zoning category as opposed to agricultural, what they
are now? So that's kind of unclear to me and within the Rural Growth, of course, there's a
half-acre to ten-acre lots allowed and I don't know if you're looking at setting standards for some
of, you know, what that's going to be. Obviously, if we're a Rural area, we wanna stay in the
higher sizes of that Rural Growth districts. So that's...those are just the technicality. I'd love to
get a... maybe in your process, you can write a definition for what these things mean 'cause we
keep kicking them around and there's nothing that says what they actually are. But what
I'm...what I'd really like to talk about is...I was very pleased to see...I'm very...I very much
support the environmental protection and keeping Hana Hana. And I was pleased to see that
there was a little paragraph on the lack of a defined town and, also, the concept of meaningful
employment within the community. But I think that what we really like to see is, is to see some
of that strengthen, some opportunities for environmentally protected, environmentally sensitive
appropriate job opportunity situations here in Hana. Like Skippy Young's situation and Nahiku
Market Place, there's a lot of people here who are trying to make a living. And, quite frankly, the
zoning regulations just are killing people. And I know, right now, you're trying to...you're
addressing the home occupancy business issue which is great and that will help Hana a lot
provided it's done with Hana in mind But just the same, there's very little sort of idea of this
town...Hana town growth, a little bit around this area and just, you know, around the school.
But there's an awful...there's opportunities, there are tourists...thousands of tourists going
through here every day. You know, you think about affordable housing, but, you know, it'd be
really nice to think of having people being able to have meaningful jobs where they can make
enough money so they can actually afford to live here rather than have to take a handout from the
community in terms of affordable housing, not that I'm against affordable housing, I know we
need it. But what we really need are job opportunities for people so they can make a living here.
The people who wanna live in a Rural community can make a living, can live here the way they
wanna live. And just...and the zoning really kills us I mean it really does. There was...I mean
there are all these food stands up and down the road catering to the tourists, lovely; they get shut
down weekly I mean it's ludicrous. And then they pay fines and, you know, they open up again
and they get shut down again and they pay fines. It's this little game we play with the zoning,
and it doesn't have to be that way. So I would encourage you, in your process to look at where it
makes some sense; and I'm...frankly, I'm not gonna recommend anything, but I think it needs to
be studied, that you look at ways or methods that people can have businesses here so...or I mean
the arts and crafts people where they can sell their wares. Things that are not ugly, industrial
businesses, but businesses that are appropriate for Hana. Keep Hana Hana, protect the
environment and, yet, still give people the opportunity to work in other than, you know, working
for the hotel or, you know, a few other jobs. There's just not a lot of job opportunities here. So
I'd appreciate you considering that, and that's all I have to say.
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CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Hang on for a second. Mister... any need clarification,
Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Actually it's a little bit more for clarification for the testifier. Thank you for
being here.
MS. RAYNER: Yes?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: We have Table 8-2, that's in the Maui Island Plan.
MS. RAYNER: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Chapter 8 that defines every one of these boundaries so . . . (inaudible) . . .
MS. RAYNER: Okay. I was looking at your website, having spoken to a woman in Gladys' office, and
I didn't see that in what was on the website to be downloaded so...
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. . . . (inaudible) . . .
CHAIR BAISA: I don't know if, you know, it's easy to find.
MS. RAYNER: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: But I do have my copy here; I'd be really happy to give it to you. I'm sure I can get
another. It has all the definitions.
MS. RAYNER: That's very helpful. Thank you very much.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much for coming. Any other questions, clarifications? If not, thank
you. Next testifier is Mr. Church, and following him is Helen Nielsen. Good evening.
MR. CHURCH: Good evening. You know, all I hear is about growth and development. That's all I
hear, I don't hear about nothing about the people who live here already, and how this benefits
them. You know, you guys contradicting yourself in that paragraph, Environmental Protection.
You wanna develop areas that have...you don't even know what's there. You don't even know
what's there, what kind of trees are there, what kind of historical sites are there. I know because
I live here. I walk this forest every day. I've been walking this forest for 29 years. So that's
why I'm coming here for talk to you guys because I don't know how you guys get the right for
decide what happens to this place and all the vacant lands when you know those lands are in
open probate. State doesn't own those lands, there's no legal transfer of title so how they gonna
decide who gets to build what there? And on top of that, how you gonna develop anything
without water? You already squeezing the East Maui irrigation ditches for all developments that
are happening on the other side. So you need an alternate water source, and that's where your
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contradictoral [sic] paragraph, Environmental Protection, of protecting the forest, but you wanna
destroy the forest when you go and develop these areas. You know, you need to protect the
forest; but, really, it's a excuse to get up into the forest and put your roads up to the fence. I
don't know if everyone knows that there's a fence that comes across Waihoi where there's two
rivers up in the mountain. Nobody knows about that? Well that was the plan And you guys'
State DLNR, wildlife biologist, he told me straight, that—I hold him on this—that the long-term
development plan is to push a road into Waihoi Valley and where State employees can get up
there and they can utilize the water for future developments. So this is what it's revolved around,
is that water. So when you guys come here and you wanna directly threaten our livelihood by
killing our animals in our forest that we depend on or wanting to develop areas near the coastline
that...what's gonna happen, it's gonna turn into Makena? I live in the ocean just as much as I
live in the mountain. You gonna end up with water runoff into the sea, and what's that gonna do
to the coastline? People going get sick, poison, what's gonna happen? So, you know, I have
some things that I wanted to say, you know, like I've been walking these mountains for 29 years.
For the past 25 years, I've been observing and documenting dramatic changes in our forest. Can
any one of your scientists say that they live in the forest and research every day? It has nothing
to do with the animals in the forest. The real reason is development, and catering to
corporations. You wanna help the corporate America be here. Well it's gonna crush our culture,
take away our livelihood, the way we live. If it's really important, that you would leave us alone
because we live free out here. I don't know about you guys, but you gotta buy your food every
single day. I no need buy my food; that's how everybody should live – free. That's our human
right, that's our human right: food, water, you know, to live free, not have to pay taxes every
day.
MR. NISHITA: Three minutes.
MR. CHURCH: So I'm gonna get straight to the point. I made this long thing; it's not gonna happen.
Get transfer of title, okay, let's see. I have the right to my nationality. That means I have a right
to my inheritance rights, my religion, my self-sustainability, my culture, my language, and the
State of Hawaii has a legal obligation to uphold this. What you're doing right now is illegal and
a violation of my human rights. Do you have proof of transfer of title from original patented
holders to the State of Hawaii that puts the State of Hawaii in possession? Stop misinforming the
people. You need title from royal patent holders. If you don't have title from Kanaka Maoli,
then what you're doing is illegal. If you want, I can bring all patent owners to set the record
straight. I can get all your names, information, contact info.; but in the meantime, tell the truth:
how does the Growth Plans for Hana benefit the people? What gives you the right to decide
what is best for my children? You guys want to develop areas, but you don't even know what's
there, you have no authority to legally decide what to do with our lands.
MR. NISHITA: Four minutes.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Church. Our next testifier is Helen Nielsen, and Ms. Nielsen will be
followed by Chuck Boerner.
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MS. NIELSEN: Aloha, Council members and Staff. Thanks for coming out to Hana to take some time
out to listen to the community. I just would like to say that I think if the greater community
knew about this meeting, you would have five times more people here. I just don't think the
word is out. And I don't think that enough people know what's being proposed. I would like to
say that I'm against extending the Rural Growth Boundaries makai of the road. This is a very
unique part of the planet. And you all know that visitors come here and just go away with a
sense of wonderment how it can be kept so clean and pristine. And we do, we have great
streams, the cleanest streams in the state. Great shoreline and, you know, building by the ocean
is going to destroy a lot of that. And you can help the Hana community in a lot of other ways.
Again, someone said about helping with the permitting, with different business; but I just feel
like this build out on the makai side of the road is really a mistake so I hope you consider that.
Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Ms. Nielsen. Members, any clarification needed? Seeing none,
thank you. Next testifier is Chuck Boerner, and he'll be followed by Andrew Rayner.
MR. BOERNER: Welcome to Hana. And thank you for coming and listening to us. I'm a professional
farmer down in Hana in Kipahulu. Raised five kids on the farm; got two of 'em home now and
raising three granddaughters, running around. So life is good, I feel very successful just because
of that. But I'd like to draw your attention just to start with on this second page of where it
starts, Directed Growth Plan. And under Environmental Protection, and written in red is a huge
paragraph and then about two-thirds of the way down it's crossed out. And it says, recognizing
that many residents depend upon the region's natural environment it is essential to ensure the
sustainability of these resources as well as the Hawaiian lifestyle of the area's residents. That's
the exact reason I live here. That's the main thing that I feel we need help in protecting, and
that's what I'm really asking you folks to help protect is, our natural resources. The reason we
can live here...we're not trying to be millionaires, we're trying to...my son just bought a boat,
we're fishing now. He goes hunting up the mountain and stuff like that. We got enough water to
farm our land and stuff. We don't need subdivisions, we don't, you know, we don't need more
people coming onto the land. The more people you bring on, the more of these resources are
gonna be depleted. And it's not only myself, everybody who lives in Hana taps into these
resources in some way or the other. Somebody's making hamburger in their backyard and it all
gets spread around. So we really need help in protecting these resources. When the Superferry
was coming in, I was an adamant foe of the Superferry. I'm a farmer. Yeah, drive your van on
the Superferry, go to Honolulu, sell your product. I couldn't figure out how to make a buck
doing that, okay. You gotta pay your guy two days, he's gotta stay... spend the night on Oahu, he
can take a ton of fruit, you're selling it for a buck a pound. You can't make money with that. All
I saw with the Superferry was more people tapping into our natural resources. The opihi are
gone, we got families camping in Hamoa. Hamoa's, you know, the resources to me are hunting,
fishing, water to farm, waves at Hamoa, okay, waves at Hamoa and waves at Koki. That's a
resource. That's what we don't need, any more people to help us enjoy that. And the same thing
goes with the hunting, the fishing, and the water for fanning, okay. You don't wanna flush toilets
with the water, you wanna put it into the ground and feed some trees. Anyway, I didn't see this
plan at all until I walked in the door. I wasn't gonna talk story. I told my wife I was only gonna
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listen. But anyway, if Interim zoning means that they can't subdivide any of this land down here
that we're gonna change into Rural, then let's leave it all in Interim. Let's just leave mauka,
leave makai, leave it all in Interim because the way it's going now is just fine. We got a few
people building houses.
MR. NISHITA: Three minutes.
MR. BOERNER: Why this land, especially, land everywhere in Hana, but there's lots of places where if
we ever wanna establish the ahupuaa system, it's gonna be here. There's no place else in all the
islands that even comes close to having the resources that we have to develop an ahupuaa; and
that's always been kind of one of my dreams, anyway, is to do that. So what I'm saying is we
need help in preserving that. Let's take out all these Rural Growth Boundaries, makai, mauka,
everywhere, let's...I mean...anyway, we make these subdivisions where people get Rural land
they make...who's gonna buy the land, huh? You think the Hawaiians are gonna buy that land?
Come on, it's just gonna put more people on the land tapping into the Hawaiian...to the
resources that the Hawaiians are enjoying now. Or that all the residents are enjoying now.
Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, clarifications of our testimony? Chuck, I'm trying to, you know, get it all in
one piece. What I'm hearing from you is a trend, and that trend is you're saying, just don't do
these Rural Growth Boundaries?
MR. BOERNER: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: Leave everything the way it is.
MR. BOERNER: Yeah. I mean...
CHAIR BAISA: Is there any exception to that?
MR. BOERNER: Not that I can see. I mean the best thing you guys can do is help us protect ourselves
from this plan.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. We got it.
MR. BOERNER: You know -CHAIR BAISA: Very clear.
MR. BOERNER: --work with us. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: And any other? Mr. Couch?
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VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. And thank you, Chuck, for being here. So, again, I just wanna
clarify, you're...you wanna not increase the density? That's the big thing.

MR. BOERNER: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. If Interim zoning—and I believe that's the way it does right now and
we're...I'll check with the Department at the end—but if Interim zoning allows more houses
than Rural zoning would, would you rather us go to Rural -MR. BOERNER: But -VICE-CHAIR COUCH: --with no density increase?
MR. BOERNER: --I don't see how Interim zoning is gonna cause more houses than Rural zoning.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Right now it's my understanding for every 6,000 square feet of land, you can
put a house on Interim zoning.
MR. BOERNER: But aren't we...I mean...
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: There's no restrictions.
MR. BOERNER: Okay. But what it is...what is it...I mean there must be some reason that it's Interim.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: We gotta...we'll discuss that when we get to...
MR. BOERNER: But one other thing, I would love to have a copy of those definitions of these terms
that were in here that you handed out and...
CHAIR BAISA: There is a copy of the table at...where you signed in. Those tables are available. The
one I gave her, you can get them at the table.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you.
MR. BOERNER: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Members, I've been asked that we take our evening break. So we're gonna
take a break at this point. It's 6:31, we will reconvene at 6:45. The meeting is in recess.
. (gavel).. .

RECESS:

6:31 p.m.

RECONVENE:

6:46 p.m.
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CHAIR BAISA: . . . (gavel). . . Will the meeting please come back to order? I hope everybody enjoyed
that little break, I certainly did. Chair wanted to explain something before we continue because I
think that in spite of the earlier presentation, we didn't probably say it clearly enough so that
everyone understands what we're doing here tonight. This has been a very long process, and it's
a process that is outlined in law. It was outlined in law long before I got to the Council six years
ago. And that process says that there would be a General Plan Advisory Committee appointed,
and that they would work and they would come up with a version of this plan. After them, the
plan went to the Maui Planning Commission. And the Maui Planning Commission reviewed
that, and they came up with their own version of the plan. When that was done, it came to the
County Council; and a County Council, before this one, spent time going through the whole plan
and came up with their version. So this has been through three different bodies already. Now
it's here with this County Council, and we're spending a whole lot of time going through it. But
as we started our review, in between what the first Council Planning Committee did and this one,
we got a new Planning Director and a new Mayor. And so we had a change, and the Planning
Director took a look at what that first Council Committee had given and he made his
recommendations. He said, I think that these changes should be done. That is what we are
looking here...looking at now We are looking at what had gone through three bodies, a GPAC,
a Planning Commission, and a County Council Planning Committee. And now we're looking at
what the new Planning Director's recommendations are in regard to all that. That is what we're
looking at here tonight. I do not want any of you to assume that what you're looking at is in any
way final. We are going out to the various groups, and believe me, I really, really, wanted to
bring the group out to Hana tonight. We have not gone out to any other community; but I felt it
was really important we come out here tonight 'cause I know how far it is, how hard it is, you all
work, and how hard it is to come to our Chambers during the day. So we wanted to give you a
chance to look at this situation we're in right now with the Planning Director's recommendations
and to get your input before we make our decisions. Once we make our decisions, not even that
is final because that will go out again. It'll go out for correction, for public hearing and for first
and second reading. So as your commenting, I want you to understand nothing is final until the
second reading is finished, and I think that's gonna be close to maybe end of November, early
December. So it still is a work in progress. I want you to look at it that way. We're here tonight
to hear from Hana, feel how your community feels, and then we'll take it and we'll put it into our
decisions. So I wanna thank all of you for coming out. But I want you to understand, please do
not assume that this is the way it is. It isn't the way it is. These are recommendations and the
way it is right now, but it can be changed. So I want to thank you again. So we'll resume with
testimony.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Thanks for coming out.
CHAIR BAISA: You're very welcome. I think it's the least we could do. And, of course, we just hate
to come out to Hana. We love Hana. Any excuse we can find, we'd come more often except that
it's rather costly. Okay. We're gonna resume testimony with Andrew Rayner, and
the...following him is Sandra Higman. Good evening.
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MR. RAYNER: Thank you, all, for being here. And I'd like, also, to thank somebody who is not here
tonight. My predecessor as President of the Hana Business Council was Carl Lindquist who put
in many months, days, hours on GPAC. And he had always, in the forefront of his mind, the
needs and the interests of the community of Hana. I think it's an appropriate forum to express
our gratitude to Carl. I think Business Council, including Don, Carl's colleague over there, and
all my colleagues, yields to no one in its determination to protect Hana to preserve everything we
love about Hana and our reasons for being here. However, there is a fairly glaring omission in
the plan. There is no provision for business activities. Every self-respecting community must
have the ability to generate income, to create employment without relying on the state or
affordable housing. We can't all, unfortunately, be like Sol and do it ourselves, I wish we could.
We need the ability to start and maintain business in Hana. I don't know what is possible within
the plan, I don't know where it is possible; but this maybe something that should be revisited
because it's not there. If it can't be put there in any meaningful manner, could I ask for those of
you who are on the appropriate committee dealing with the home business legislation—which I
believe will be brewing up later this year—to please work for Hana. We're different from
everywhere else. We don't have the places to do business. We're all small. We are unlikely, any
of us, to be employing more than a handful of people. But we need the ability to do business
without interference, without exceptional cost or paperwork. And as you're drafting this
legislation, please sweep away the unnecessary rules and regulations which tend to creep in as
everybody looks at every possibility, and give us the chance to expand our business here and to
pay our way. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Any need for clarification? Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Madam Chair. And thank you, Mr. Rayner, for being here. I'm
soiTy...yeah, Mr. Rayner. Question for you. When you say there's no business areas, are
you... `cause we have a couple of, what we call, Country Town areas which will allow businesses
in those areas.
MR. RAYNER: I'm not ensure that there's any place within those areas for expansion.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Any further questions, clarifications? Seeing none, our next testifier is
Sandra Higman, and she'll be followed by Jade Young. Go ahead.
MS. HIGMAN: Good evening. I am new to this process, but I've been struck by the complexity of this
whole issue. And I would like to just warn and urge you guys a cautious approach. You know,
it's always easier to modify something than to take it away later. And when it's tempting to go to
a simple solution, but oftentimes the simple one is not the best one for all parties concerned. You
know, in looking at what drives this process, I think that needs to be really considered. Is it
being driven by the needs of the people or is it being driven by developers, the need for money.
You know, just to honestly examine what is the driving force behind these proposals? It seems to
me that this is more of a blanket approach. It's almost like using a sledgehammer to kill a fly.
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That...the best solution maybe a more cumbersome one, a more detailed approach. I can...I
really sympathize with families that have been on the land for a long time. And I mean I've run
up against this in looking for property myself in wanting to make a small community with my
friends where we could all retire together. But even if you have ten acres, you can still only do
one house and one ohana without going through the expense of subdividing it. So I see family
just...that have been on the land for a long time and have children that would like to stay on the
island. And they have enough land, but they're not able to, you know, put up houses for their
children. I mean I can really sympathize with that because it's...the prices of everything make it
so prohibited, you know, for people that been here for a long time. And when you open up lands
that are so pristine like along the coastline, the only people that are gonna be able to afford that
and not just afford the land but afford to build are gonna be the very wealthy. So it's not really
addressing the...it's not a good solution for everyone even though it may be as an easy
convenient, fast, simple thing. I think it...I don't know the best approach, but it may be more of
a surgical attempt, you know, on a case-by-case basis which I know makes...is very time
consuming and laborious. But I think for the benefit of all of us on the island and for the island
itself and all the resources that I think we may have to bite the bullet and come up with some
really creative solutions to this problem 'cause it is complex.
MR. NISHITA: Three minutes.
MS. HIGMAN: That's all.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Ms. Higman. Any questions? If it makes you feel any better, if
I ran the world, I would change this process right away. I'm suffering to try and get us through a
law. This is a...this process is a law, but it's not my favorite way of doing it, either. I would've
liked it...been the other way starting with community plans. I think it's going the wrong way,
and I think Director Spence and I agree that we'd like to try something else, and if we have
enough time and we're in office, we certainly want to do that. Thank you very much. Next
testifier will be Jade Young, and Ms. Young will be followed by Anjoleen Hoopai-Waikoloa.
MS. YOUNG: Thank you, all, for having this here in Hana, we all appreciate the opportunity to speak
our voice. I wish that I would've known ahead of time, definitely didn't know that this was
happening until today. And I feel like if more people in the community knew about this meeting
ahead of time, at least a week ahead of time, I think there would definitely be more Hana
residents here. I'm new to this as well, obviously. The process is obviously really complicated.
And if we could take a step forward to change that, to change the process, I feel like the people
would have...feel more empowered. Obviously, the science, the shear science of development is
inevitable that the resources that are not renewable will be destroyed. And if you want to
develop in Hana, the reason why it's so beautiful is because it's hard to develop here, it's not...it
hasn't been developed yet for a reason. And there are several ways to build infrastructure that is
sustainable. There is ways to build that is sustainable using the materials that are here. If we
change the way that development is being made, then go ahead and develop all you want.
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CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. I do want everybody to know that I did make public
announcement on August 2 nd that we would be coming out to Hana. And I know we have some
legal requirements for posting. I'm not sure exactly, I know it's at least a week before. When
did we do it? Ms. Hamman?
MS. HAMMAN: Yes, Madam Chair, that's correct. The Sunshine Law requires the Committee to post
at least six days prior. I believe the Committee posted, actually, on August 7 th . So...
CHAIR BAISA: I just wanted you to know, we tried. You know, we're really, really trying to get
through this process and I'm trying to get it out there as fast as I can. And I apologize that it
couldn't be longer. It's...we can't put a schedule out and say, okay, we're gonna meet on this
day in Hana and this day here and this day there because every meeting goes differently. What I
think I can do in today's meeting may take us two days so I can't really predict. So as soon as
we have a meeting, then I know when we can do the next meeting. But it's really hard project
because every meeting is different. I've learned so much in going through the different areas that
every community's different and the way every meeting goes is different. But, you know, that's
a learning process. But, again, we apologize, we're doing the very best we can. Our next
testifier tonight is Anjoleen Hoopai-Waikoloa—what a beautiful name—and she'll be followed
by Terry Lynch.
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: Aloha mai kakou. I came here tonight unaware 'cause I also just found
out about the meeting so I came in here blind to what's going on. What I do hear is
development, gowth...like those are the key words I hear, and when I think of development, I
think of Oahu. They have problems right now, too much people. They're trying to get a rail
system, why? 'Cause they keep developing. Why do they keep developing? They have too
much people. That's what we trying to prevent here. What I do know, because I'm from here, is
that what I see today is what I want to see for generations to come. I have four young boys of
my own. And what I teach them is the values of what Hana has, and that is our land, that is our
natural resources. It's getting your food in the ocean; it's going in the mountain. It's not going
to the store to buy anything. What I also know is what we value here is sustainability. This is a
place where you have to work hard. It's not about being a millionaire, having that beautiful
house. It's about just making ends meet, having what you have, and enjoying and appreciating
what you have. And with that, when I hear development, I just go, ah. Because what we have is
beauty, and that's all we need. We don't need a lot more things, we don't need hotels or
whatever, we need what we have. And we need your support to keep it what we have. And it
goes through the whole process, the GPAC to the Maui Planning Commission. And every time it
changes. But as soon as it reaches the top, what about the people all the way on the bottom in
the community? It seems like they're forgotten. Like tonight, I feel my community is left out
because people don't know. They don't know you're here, they don't know what is going on.
But I'm here with my kids and it's almost bedtime. And this is the future of Hana right here, this
is my youngest, this is the future, and he needs to enjoy the same things I grew up and enjoyed.
He...when we talk about land, that Wakiu 502 units in DHHL, that's my backyard. And
I...lucky me, I did buy land and I did buy a house for my kids where most of us in Hana who
grew up here we can't afford it, we have to live in generational houses. But I bought it because
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it's...I have one neighbor. I don't want 502 units in my backyard where there's heiaus and all
these terraces and history that come with it. Everywhere you walk in the forest, there's a
purpose, there's a history.
MR. NISHITA: Three minutes.
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: And you develop, you're hurting that. And we come from a cultural
place, a very historical place and that's what needs to be protected. Because when you bulldoze
those stone walls, the kids will not know what was once there. They will not know the purpose
and the history of Hana. And I don't know if you guys understand that. It's part of the lifestyle
here to really understand and know what we have and appreciate. So please just keep Hana
beautiful. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, any clarification necessary? Hang on, Anjoleen.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Anjoleen, for coming. Thank you, Madam Chair. Just wanted to
ask you, how you found out about the meeting?
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: My auntie behind there who found out from a friend.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: How would you normally find out about a meeting? Well the only reason I ask
is 'cause we post it at the...
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: Where do you post it? 'Cause if I supposed to go on the County site
e-mail to look, I don't have time for that, I'm a mom.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. How would you like us to let you know?
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: Send letters in the mail. Don't just put one posting on one little bulletin
board. For Hana, how we advertise, we have a bulletin board at Hasegawa's, we have one at the
gas station, we have one at Hana store, we have at the post office, and we go through mail.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: And you guys look at those three or four bulletin boards?
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: If I go to the store. I don't go to the store a lot because I don't need to buy
food.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. That's...
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: But if we can get it out there in mail because most of these people
probably go to the County site. I don't have time for that. And most of us might not even have
e-mail or some older ones don't even know how to use a computer.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: No, I'm talking about at the County building --30-
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MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: Uh-huh.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: --right up the street. They post it there, but if we can talk to them posting it at
the other three bulletin boards you're talking about, that might help out.
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: 'Cause if we don't go that place, we don't know.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: 'Cause we do wanna get the word out, yeah, right.
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: I want you to know we made no attempt not to let you know. I think we don't
take...we take it for granted. You know, we post it in the County place, we post it on our
website, we put it in The Maui News, we had a big press release; but not everybody does those
things. So we have to try and put it someplace else.
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: Can you...okay, wait.
CHAIR BAISA: Go ahead.
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: When you have a press release, is that on TV? Like what is...
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Maui News.
CHAIR BAISA: No, Maui News.
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: Because I don't...I don't have cable. I don't read the news 'cause I hardly
even go to the store. I go to work, I check my mail and I go home. I have kids and I go to
school. So if I have it in mail, that's easier for me.
CHAIR BAISA: We understand. So we have posters for Hana.
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: Yes.
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CHAIR BAISA: Any hands going up? Any more hands? I'm curious.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: What is your question?
CHAIR BAISA: What's the best way to reach you in Hana, is it posters? Mail. That's a lot of mail.
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: But a lot of mail, but then you would have a lot more community
members here and that's what you need to hear the actual voice of our community is to have
people here.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes. We thank you very much for your suggestions. I guarantee you, we'll pay
attention.
MS. HOOPAI-WAIKOLOA: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: We'll do our best. I can't promise you'll each get a letter, but we'll certainly think and
talk about it.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: . . . (inaudible) . . .
CHAIR BAISA: I'm sorry, we can't get into this, but we can certainly talk about it. Okay. Next
testifier is Terry Lynch, and she'll be followed by Lesley Bruce. Oh, I'm sorry, it's a he. I got
the wrong person. Hi, Terry.
MR. LYNCH: You're getting near the end of the list, Chair, but...
CHAIR BAISA: I'm sorry?
MR. LYNCH: You're getting near the end of the list.
CHAIR BAISA: I don't wanna tell you what I've done for the last 48 hours, you wouldn't believe it.
Okay.
actually brand new to
MR. LYNCH: I can imagine. Thanks for coming, first of all. You know,
this process of this General Plan. For years, as Bob knows, years ago I was before the Council a
lot. I was sort of poho on some bad developments, and we stopped those bad developments with
some battling. But nevertheless, I'm concerned today about the whole process. And I ask your
forgiveness, too, about the fact of my not being...you know, we're farmers, we have a farm out
in Kaeleku, my wife and I. We came here 1976, we planted trees, we found out what works, and
we make a living off the land today. It's a beautiful, beautiful farm. I can tell you right now that
Rural is not compatible with agricultural. I can absolutely tell you when I saw that on TV awhile
back, and I would see...oh my gosh...I had a lot of testimony earlier when someone wanted to
use a special permit to put 54 rental units on some 18 acres of land in front of us on four lots. Do
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you know what? At that time, even though we had the Hana Community Plan, we had all these
things, the Planning Commission approved? What's going on? You know, so in other
words...but let me go the...my concerns about this process. Has everyone played Around the
World ever as a kid, you know, where you pass it on? Well, first, I wanna go to the word
"representative". You know, it really means to represent. You represent...and thank God for
your desire to represent the community's plan. What bothers me with this process, somehow the
community got lost and things were changed. And so I'm so glad you're out here to say
something. Now what is it, is the law broken, the way it's written? 'Cause it's flawed, it seems
flawed because who knows the most? Who's intimately in love with this community, but the
people of Hana. And what happened to their plan? It became someone else's plan. And now if
it's going...but, you know, and I know there are different interests in Hana. I know there are
probably a few people here, they see the forest and they see lots of logs, lots of logs. They can
just process it and pile a bunch of money in there. And they see the land, will they see lots of
money? But there are those who see it for the beauty that it is. They're not gonna spoil it.
They're gonna hold on with all their might to the power and the mana that is here, that was here
in this land in the beginning. So I wanna thank you for being on the side of that. But the process
seems broken or where was the place, where was the plan? We had a Hana Community Plan,
what happened to that plan? And that's another plan I know, and then there's this General Plan I
don't quite understand all things about it. But then the General Plan's saying, put Rural Growth
here and here and here, eh, no ways.
MR. NISHITA: Three minutes.
MR. LYNCH: It just doesn't work. The Rural and Agricultural okay on that side, don't work together.
I'm saying it as a farmer. I testified before the Planning Commission, and we went to the State
Land Use Commission. Thank goodness it was over 14 acres, and they saw it our way because
why? The influence wasn't there. Those who were influencing behind the scene could not bust
them. And we had a decision in our favor, we stopped 54 units in the middle of an agricultural
park. 'Cause of private interest again. But I'm just asking you, consider Hana a sacred place, a
place not to be spoiled. And I don't care what private interest come in here and what their plans
are and what they offer and how many acres of land they're gonna offer, consider it a place not to
be spoiled, a place that makes Maui sacred and a place that even brings the tourist in because
they can see the real Hawaii. Thank you for considering that, and I just I think we have a game
Around the World. Now when I see this plan on the other side, I don't remember hearing about
it even. And I don't remember seeing all this, but I saw... so how can we get it from the
community? Listen to these people here. They live here.
MR. NISHITA: Four minutes.
MR. LYNCH: Thank you so much for your time. I hope I haven't offended anybody. And I thank you
for the sacrifice that you make, aloha. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Lynch, hang on. Members, any questions or clarifications for Mr. Lynch? Seeing
none, Mr. Lynch, thank you. Thank you very much.
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MR. LYNCH: Thank you. . . . (inaudible) . . .
CHAIR BAISA: We got it. Next testifier is Lesley Bruce, and Ms. Bruce will be followed by
Andrew Rayner. Go ahead, Les.
MS. BRUCE: Good evening, Madam Chair, Council members and Staff. Thank you for joining us this
evening. I'm referring to Exhibit F, this chart and the Maui Island Plan Director's Proposed
Changes for 2012, Hana El. D112—one, one, two—Map No. E-1, Draw a 36 acre "Rural"
Growth Boundary around the area identified as "Hana 6" and identified as "D112." Area Name
is Hana 6 Rural Addition 1. Actually, we call it Waikoloa. So on the E-1 map, it is a purplish
color that some people see as brown and it's called, Director's Proposed Amendments, Growth
Boundary Change, Hana 6, D112. I'm sorry I'm so late because you look across the bay, that's it
over there on the other side of the bay, you actually can see my house in...when there's more
light. Please leave this area in Interim. There are ten ancient fishponds on this land. The alii
controlled the fishponds and it is in Kaahumanu's ahupuaa. The Piilani Trail goes through there
and before the '46 tidal wave, the Piilani Trail was in front of my house in a sandy beach. The
tidal wave took the sand away, now people come up on my lawn, look into my bedroom which is
right there and pass by because all the German tour books say, walk from Waianapanapa to town
on the Piilani Trail, and it leads to my house. There are plants that grow nowhere else in the
world and they live at Waikoloa. Rene Silva showed me a particular grass and...grass and other
plants have never been thoroughly inventoried and studied, but I know there is one particular
grass that grows nowhere else. There is a graveyard that doesn't show up on the maps that we
are working from, and there are many Hawaiian people that have lived there since time
immemorial. Some of the families that got kicked out of Kahikinui lived there, and they had to
leave Kahikinui at some point because they were forced to leave. I will be happy to address any
questions, thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Thank you. Members, questions, clarifications for Ms. Bruce?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Madam Chair. And thank you, Ms. Bruce. Your concern in
the...in that D112 is no increase in density, is that correct?
MS. BRUCE: I'm in concern for Rural Growth Boundary. There will always be an increase in density
because people are having children, grandchildren and great grandchildren. The children that
I...when I came here in 1990, now have children. And there will always be an increase in
density. These are very successful families, and they'd have no place else to go.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you.
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CHAIR BAISA: Any further questions for clarification? Seeing none, Ms. Bruce, thank you. Next
testifier is Scott Crawford. I'm sorry I had called the wrong name, it's Scott Crawford. And
Mr. Crawford will be followed by Bill Medeiros. Good evening, Mr. Crawford.
MR. CRAWFORD: Good evening, Council members. Aloha mai kakou, thank you for coming out this
evening and listening to the voices of the community. And I just warm add my voice to the
chorus and reiterate what many others have said. You know, it's difficult for many of us to know
the detailed ins and outs of the planning process and the...exactly what is meant by Rural and
Interim and what the conditions are and what that means. But I think we know what we support
and what we don't support. And what we support is families who have been here for generations
having the ability to stay on the land, their ancestral land, and to be able to provide homes for
their children and their grandchildren on that land. What we don't support is increased density
on shoreline areas of million-dollar houses that no local people could ever afford. What we don't
support is cutting off view planes of the areas that people who have lived here for generations
have always enjoyed and access to the ocean and the resources through those areas. And the
increase in density, you know, it's hard to...for us to say what the best planning...what the best
zone is. You know, you're raising the question, and I think Lesley addressed it well that there is
gonna be an increase in density, but what type of density and for whom. Who can afford it? And
all those makai areas that are designated as Rural Growth areas, who's gonna be subdividing that
land and who's gonna be able to afford to live there? Is it the local people who really need the
housing and is it gonna help affordable housing in Hana? I think, probably, the answer to that is
"no". So we have to leave it up to the planners and you folks on the Council to really represent
the voice of the community and try to put this in a form that works in a practical sense without us
being able to dig into all the details and know exactly what works. But you've heard the voices,
I think consistent from people here, so we ask that you just take that into consideration. You
know, Councilmember Carroll really I think has a good sense of how people feel out here so we
ask that you listen to his guidance as he tries to represent us and on this as well. And just make
sure that what you decide really serves the interests of the voices that you've heard here this
evening. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you. Members, clarifications? Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. You mentioned...thank you, Mr. Crawford for being here. You
mentioned that you're not sure of... if there are any local families on the makai side or... 'cause I
saw a list and it...of 102; about 50 or 60 look like pretty local names including Hasegawa and
Kalani English and...are you saying that those are okay to increase the density when they have
their...when their family gets bigger and...I'm little confused because it seems like there's a
perception that it's not local families that have all those makai lands.
MR. CRAWFORD: Not necessarily. I don't know, without going through the...all the TMKs and
looking through the names on 'em, but I think that it's a matter of really common sense of is this
going to facilitate the subdivision of lands that are gonna be sold off as million-dollar houses to
people coming from the outside or is this gonna facilitate the ability of families to be able to have
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housing for their children in the future? Whatever, you know, whatever's the best way to do that,
that's what needs to be done.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. And it's my...it's certainly my intent and I think the intent of most of
my colleagues for that very purpose is to allow the local families to be able to subdivide when
they need to. And certainly, if there's a vacant or big McMansion on one, do not allow an
increase in density. And in order to do that for the most part, we may have to put those Rural
Growth on there so we can put the proper Rural designation on there so they can't increase
density. That it's...you...like you said it's complicated.
MR. CRAWFORD: I don't know if that's the case. Without getting into like a -VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Right.
MR. CRAWFORD: --detailed discussion of exactly what it means, I can't answer the question.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MR. CRAWFORD: But I think that's a debate for you guys to have. And you know what our objectives
are.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
MR. CRAWFORD: You know -VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you.
MR. CRAWFORD: --at least speaking for myself, that's what I thought, thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Any further questions, clarifications for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you very
much. The last person who signed up to testify today is Bill Medeiros. If anyone else would like
to testify, would you please fill out a form so we don't close testimony and miss you. Go right
ahead, Bill.
MR. MEDEIROS: Aloha, good evening. Chair Baisa, thank you for the...taking the initiative to bring
this body here this evening so people can testify at their home towns, thank you. And thank you,
Members, for traveling all the way to Hana, that was great of you. Chair Baisa, I've been asked
by my neighbors who own property in Hamoa like myself to read their testimony. They couldn't
be at tonight's meeting. I'm just asking. And I asked your Staff and they said it would be
alright. Would be within the time limit.
CHAIR BAISA: Sure, go right ahead.
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MR. MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you. This is from the Morris ohana which is on one side of me down
at Hamoa. Dear Chairman Baisa and Committee Members, thank you for dedicating your time
and energy to what is best for Maui County. We appreciate all the efforts that you make daily
that are visible as well as all the sacrifices you are making that none of us are aware of. Ohana
and I are landowners in Hamoa village, and he gives a parcel number. I have lived my life based
on the values that I had reinforced and were shared with me while living with the ohana in Hana.
Because of that, I am asking you to take careful consideration of all the individuals that are
property owners in the Hamoa region that you are planning to "downzone". Many now, living
on property based down...passed down to them by generations that have lived there long before
Hawaii became a state. After reading about "downzoning", I see the benefits that would make it
politically attractive to the Committee. I also imagine how the redirecting of growth in this area
may benefit some in the County. At the same time, I am concerned about a lack of
grandfathering for those that need it and enough flexibility for families to take care of their own.
I will give examples of my concerns. There are families that are providing employment and
services in Hamoa that should be considered. They are residents that generate important family
income for the sales of things like coconuts, plate lunches as well as providing lodging while, at
the same time, contributing to the tax base. They have vested interest and should be able to
maintain their business they have built and depend on. These are the families that will have the
situation arise where they need to provide housing and care for aging parents or housing for
children that are starting new families. Present property owners will need the ability to build to
suit the needs of their ohana. It is now... it is how ohana helps make sure nobody gets left behind
when it comes to suitable homes during this situation.
MR. NISHITA: Three minutes.
MR. MEDEIROS: Please do not take any actions at this time. Please wait until we, as owners, may
better understand the potential impact on our properties and share opinions to help you make the
best plans for all involved. When the time is appropriate, please keep these and the many other
issues in mind before making a motion to or voting on changing the zoning of the Hamoa area.
How it affects this generation and the future seven generations is critical to all who own homes
and property there. And this is from the Morris ohana. That my...the...my neighbor on the
other side of me is represented by Mancini, Welch & Geiger LLP law firm. And they say, dear
Mrs. Baisa and Committee Members, our office represents the owners of real property in Hana,
Maui, Hawaii as identified above. The owners today have received information that there's a
meeting in Hana tonight concerning the General Plan Update (Directed Growth Plan for Hana)
MR. NISHITA: Four minutes.
MR. MEDEIROS: --and they have been advised that the action of the Committee on the recommended
Directed Growth Plan for Hana may impact the current rights they are concerning their
ownership and use of their property. The property and they do not have the opportunity to be
present at the Committee's meeting tonight. They have not had the opportunity to determine the
nature, if any, of the impact on their properties under their proposed plan...
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CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Medeiros?
MR. MEDEIROS: Yeah?
CHAIR BAISA: You'll have to conclude very soon. Thank you.
MR. MEDEIROS: Yeah, I do, it's almost done.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
MR. MEDEIROS: Thank you, Chair. But they have been advised that the action of the Committee may
be detrimental to their current rights to use the property. For these reasons, the owners have
asked that we write this letter and ask Committee not to take action at the Committee's meeting
in Hana. And, finally, but instead defer any action until all property owners can receive the
proper notice, can be advised of the impact of such proposed action on their property, and can
have the opportunity present...be present at any hearing or meeting concerning their property.
MR. NISHITA: Five minutes.
MR. MEDEIROS: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Any questions or clarifications needed from the testimony? Yes, Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I just thank you, Bill, for being here and -MR. MEDEIROS: You're welcome.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --who's that neighbor on the other side that's represented just so
that everybody knows?
MR. MEDEIROS: Well, they give several tax map key numbers -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. MEDEIROS: --and it's identified on this which I'll submit to the Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Submit those. Yeah, thank you. Then we can see that.
MR. MEDEIROS: Yeah, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Any...
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MR. MEDEIROS: And just one clarification. I'm here in two capacities. One, to represent the Mayor
as his Executive Assistant for Hana and Lanai; but speaking here, I'm representing myself as a
property owner in Hana.

CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Any further questions or clarifications? Seeing none, Mr. Medeiros, thank you.
MR. MEDEIROS: Thank you, Chair Baisa.
CHAIR BAISA: Our last testifier, someone else did sign up, we have Christine Medeiros. If anybody
else would like to speak, will you please sign a form? Because once we close testimony, it will
be closed. Go ahead, Christine.
MS. MEDEIROS: Hello, everyone, thank you for coming.
CHAIR BAISA: Closer to the mic.
MS. MEDEIROS: Sorry to keep you longer. I'm not from Hana, I'm from the Big Island. I was born
and raised over there, and I've actually participated in a lot of development of the Big Island
`cause I'm an architectural drafter and I've worked in the field for like nine years. It's amazing
to sit here and feel all the tension between the two sides and all I can think is, where's the
mediator? Where's like the thing in between that translates the language of the County to the
language of Hana and vice versa? I'm really new at all of this in Hana and in Maui so I'm sorry
if I'm being offensive by saying any of that 'cause there's probably been plenty mediation and
correspondence back and forth. I would like to see Hana stay the same as well. I have a son,
he's two, he's a Hana resident. And I think that if there was more clarification in the language of
Rural development, that possibly the residents of Hana would be more willing to work together
with the County because, obviously, the County is present in Hana and Hana residents have been
here. So it has to be like the shark and the suckerfish, like a relationship where we're helping
each other. I don't really have a point other than that in that I'd like to see in the future of all of
this planning, more of a symbiotic relationship between the County. The County maybe not
looking like such bad guys 'cause I know you guys try to help. And maybe the Hana residents
standing up a little bit more forward with more notice and coming to have more of a voice.
`Cause I'm not even from Hana and I'm here; and I'm like, wow, where's all these people that
I've met in the three years that I've lived here and none of 'em know about this. I'd tell 'ern, but
they don't understand how it significantly impacts them, I don't think, as far as like this Rural
zoning designation. It has a very broad definition, and it seems like it can be really helpful. But
I'd also like to understand the difference between the Interim and the Rural zoning. And like you
said, we'd touch a little in the very beginning on the pros and cons of 'ern, but don't know
if you guys really got a chance to explain Interim, what it really means. It's not in this packet as
far as the definition goes, and then the Rural zoning. And how... if it is controllable as far as the
density population increasing and all of that, how does that... does that take place in the permit
processing of it or like where do Hana residents become protected by your written things,
definitions, Rural zoning, how do...how will that protect us I guess is what I'm wondering.
Thanks
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CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Members, any questions or need for clarifications? Christina, I
wanna thank you for your input.
MS. MEDEIROS: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: I just wanna tell that, you know, this is the challenge of trying to do the work we do.
MS. MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR BAISA: You know, we're immersed in it.
MS. MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
CHAIR BAISA: And we're trying our best to fulfill a law that requires us to have a General Plan and to
have a Maui Island Plan.
MS. MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
CHAIR BAISA: We're the tail end of the process.
MS. MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR BAISA: The way it was set up, I think I explained to you, it's been going on for at least seven
years.
MS. MEDEIROS: Yes.
CHAIR BAISA: And we're getting this product at this point, but a lot of what you're asking for was
done upfront.
MS. MEDEIROS: Yes.
CHAIR BAISA: And so there's a lot of new people just coming into it now.
MS. MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR BAISA: And so it's very difficult because if we keep having to go back to -MS. MEDEIROS: It will never...
CHAIR BAISA: --you know, we'll never finish. And I can't imagine anything worse than us not
finishing this plan. For my money, I wanna finish it, put it to bed and start on working on a new
process.
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MS. MEDEIROS: Okay.

CHAIR BAISA: So the next time we do it, it won't be like this.
MS. MEDEIROS: For my one question, if you could clarify, in the permitting process then, if the Rural
zoning is passed, is there something that is going to...because of the SMA area, require that
special, more thorough investigation of each individual property would be addressed?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, there is; but I'm going to defer to the expert. Somebody from Planning, would
you please answer that question? Mr. Summers, if you could help please? I don't wanna give
her a... can we loan him a microphone? Will, if you got a mic, would you go ahead?
MR. SPENCE: Sure.
CHAIR BAISA: John, we got Will.
MR. SPENCE: The question's about the...
CHAIR BAISA: We got the Planning Director.
MS. MEDEIROS: Thank you.
MR. SPENCE: The question's about the SMA?
MS. MEDEIROS: Not so much the SMA. Just this all this language about the Rural zoning and
everybody being upset because nobody wants it developed. If the Rural zoning is changed, or
passed, and these development areas become Rural, if say a outside buyer was to come and
wanna build a big house on the shoreline, they would have to go through a rigorous process
before they're approved to build, is that correct?
MR. SPENCE: That's correct.
MS. MEDEIROS: So that there is something in a more focused detail protecting the people of Hana in
the County that is actually site specific?
MR. SPENCE: Yes, there are several things, safeguards, in place already. And maybe...I could explain
a little bit better.
MS. MEDEIROS: We don't need everybody's time for it.
MR. SPENCE: Okay. Well this is...I think this is important because, you know, there's a confusion
between Interim and Rural and all this. Okay. We have a very complex Land Use system in the
State of Hawaii. We have a State boundary, you're either in Urban, Rural, Conservation or
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Agriculture, so that's one. We have community plans, okay, that's a designation, it's a legal
designation, but it's not the final say-so. Okay. What we're talking about tonight are properties
that are already designated on the community plan for Rural and that are already in the State
Rural. Okay. Then we have County zoning, so that's the third layer. The...right now, most of
these properties are Interim, they don't match the State or the community plan. That makes it
hard to...almost impossible to subdivide. If somebody wanted to subdivide, they have to go
through a Change in Zoning process, that takes over a year to do, there's all kinds of studies and
impacts and et cetera, et cetera.
MS. MEDEIROS: Correct.
MR. SPENCE: Okay. What we're doing here with this plan is we're adding a fourth layer. So it makes
a difference whether somebody's in the Growth Boundary or not. It's not promoting growth -MS. MEDEIROS: Right. I think it's just...
MR. SPENCE: --it's reflecting what's there or not.
MS. MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you so much.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. The Chair is going to have to end this 'cause, you know, we're getting -MS. MEDEIROS: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: --a little too deep here. But I hope that helps you understand.
MS. MEDEIROS: It does, thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: I think it... it's important that everybody understands. Because unless you understand
the process and what we're doing, we're gonna have questions and nobody will understand why.
Any further questions, clarifications? Is there anyone else in the audience who would like to
testify? If you do, would you please come up to the microphone? I know you haven't probably
signed up, but if you...oh, you already testified, honey you can't -UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I did, can I just clarify something?
CHAIR BAISA: --can't do it twice, can't do it twice, sorry.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Okay. Good luck.
CHAIR BAISA: Anybody who hasn't spoken, we'll be happy to let you.
MR. KAHOOKELE: Aloha, auntie.
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CHAIR BAISA: Yes?
MR. KAHOOKELE: I would like to let my cousin speak my three minutes for me.
CHAIR BAISA: I don't think you're allowed to do that.
MR. KAHOOKELE: Oh, is that the law?
CHAIR BAISA: I'm sorry. Look, I'm trying not to...I don't wanna be authoritarian here, and I wanna
be as open as I can.
MR. KAHOOKELE: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Would you give us your name and go ahead.
MR. KAHOOKELE: Yes. Thank you, Council members, for coming tonight.
CHAIR BAISA: And your name, sir?
MR. KAHOOKELE: My name is Russell Kahookele.
CHAIR BAISA: Terrific, go ahead.
MR. KAHOOKELE: I am the representative for the lawful Hawaiian Government of the Hawaiian
Nationals of this district. You guys have a very difficult job trying to make sure that all of these
community plans get embraced. What my cousin over here wanted fo' know is, how do we
know that the voice of this community was heard? What kind of feedback we're gonna get from
this Council? That's what she wanted to ask. I know it wouldn't take three minutes to ask that,
but you guys get your guys' rules you gotta go by. Before you answer and take the rest of my
three minutes. Let me share a little bit more, auntie.
CHAIR BAISA: Sure.
MR. KAHOOKELE: Okay. On behalf of you guys, I'd like to say that there was legal notice put up. I
saw it at the gas station and I saw it at the post office. However, I sat in this community hall
when Rosewood Hotels wanted to develop along the coastline; and, overwhelmingly, majority of
the people in this community was against that development because that is one nice stretch of
coastline that we utilize for subsistence, yeah, not to this economic get ahead, just to survive.
Rosewood brought all of these experts in to testify that the sewage not going reach the ocean.
Yeah, okay. After overwhelmingly majority of these people was against it—this is supposed to
be one democracy—majority of the people of this community was against it, but they still got
their permit to do that. After they got their permit, then all of a sudden, more laws was changed
because somebody decided like, oh my gosh, we gotta protect the aquifer, we gotta make septic
systems, we cannot... so the hotel have to convert all of their cesspools over into septic to take
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the sewage treatment to the plant to open the valve and let it directly out into the ocean which is
kind of crazy on my part. But the point I wanted you guys to know is the reason why people are
not here at this community meeting tonight is because they feel they was let down. Time and
time and time again. And this is one of the reasons why we, with respect for law, is trying for
reinstate the Kingdom of Hawaii, nothing against all the Americans. My father fought through
three wars for America and I graduated and joined the military ready to defend the Constitution.
When I was growing up and said the Pledge of Allegiance, I meant it. But then when I found
out, eh, wait a minute, it's just us, no justice, it's just us? Then something was wrong. And that's
when I sought to try to make a change. Nothing against any of the Americans, you guys proud
for be Americans, God bless you, God bless America; but no forget, the Kingdom of Hawaii
lives. Thank you guys for coming, thank you guys for your job, and mahalo.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Russell, thank you.
MR. KAHOOKELE: And I ready for field your question now.
CHAIR BAISA: No, I'm okay.
MR. KAHOOKELE: Seeing none, I'll excuse myself then, God bless.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you. Is there anyone else who would like to testify? Seeing none,
Members...nobody back there, right? That's it? Okay. Without objection, the Chair will close
public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR BAISA: Public testimony is closed for this evening.
... END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .
CHAIR BAISA: Members, we're gonna take a very brief break here for about ten minutes, and we'll
reconvene. Meeting is now in recess. . . (gavel).. .

RECESS:

7:42 p.m.

RECONVENE:

7:58 p.m.

CHAIR BAISA: . . . (gavel). . . Will the meeting please come back to order? Members, we are going to
proceed with the review of the General Plan Update of Hana. Members, I'd like to take a
moment to give you an idea of how far we have come with the Maui Island Plan and what we
have left to do before the end of the year. Staff has provided you with a correspondence... or will
be providing you with a correspondence --
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VICE-CHAIR COUCH: They did.
CHAIR BAISA: --dated August 16, 2012 from me attaching an estimated timeline for review and
enactment of the Maui Island Plan by the December 31, 2012 deadline. So far, we have
reviewed seven out of ten chapters of the Maui Island Plan and we are almost done with
Chapter 8, the Directed Growth Plan. Through a number of special meetings, regular meetings
and recessed meetings that began in May of this year, we have completed review of the
Wailuku-Kahului Region, Kihei-Makena Region, Makawao-Pukalani-Kula Region, Paia-Haiku
Region, and West Maui Region. Hana is the final region of Chapter 8 that we need to review. If
we can finish tonight, we will be done with Chapter 8 and ready to move on to the next step.
The Chair is going to pause a moment here. If we could please ask those of you who are in
active conversation, could you please take it outside? Please could you...we can't focus. Thank
you. Although we have come a long way in a short amount of time, we still have a lot of work
ahead of us. Unless the bill to amend Chapter 2.80B that is under consideration by the Planning
Committee is enacted, we will need to review Chapter 9, the Long-Range Implementation Plan,
also. We also need to review Chapter 10, Monitoring and Evaluation. We will also do a final
review of the Maui Island Plan after all of the Committee's revisions made so far have been
incorporated. The final review of the Maui Island Plan may take some time as I anticipate there
will be a significant amount of public interest and testimony. We have a deadline of
December 31 for the Council to adopt the Maui Island Plan. In addition to the two required
readings, the Council is also required by Chapter 2.80B to hold a public hearing. Ideally, the
public hearing and first reading will take place in November, and the final reading could take
place at the December 7, 2012 Council meeting. This means that the Committee must report its
recommendations to the Council by the end of October at the latest. With only September and
October left for the Committee to complete its work, I would like to propose some additional
meeting dates. We are already planning some additional meeting dates in September and I would
like to ask you to check on your availability for the dates of October 8, 9 and 10. Please check
your calendars and let the Committee Staff know of your availability by Monday,
August 20, 2012 at noon. And I'll have Kirstin send this to you in an e-mail; and request; please
respond, we got to get this planned. With the additional meeting dates, I am confident that the
Committee will be able to make its recommendations to the Council in a timely manner. And I
would like to, again, thank all of you for all the effort and time that you have put into this
Committee and I really, really appreciate your support. And I thank you for coming to Hana
tonight, too. I know that it's a little difficult, but I'm glad we're here and I thank you very much.
Okay. Planning, is there any other...you made your report early. And, Members, I'm
wondering, are there any questions in regards to the Planning Department's report before we
begin?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr. Couch?
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VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Mr. Spence, you heard about the concern about Interim versus
Rural, and you did talk a little bit about the differences. Can you, in a...kind of a real-world
example, say somebody has a three-acre lot right now in Interim, how many houses could they
build on a three-acre lot without any kind of approvals?
MR. SPENCE: After... well, Interim zoning allows one house per 6,000 square feet. In a property that's
in the Rural district, we would look at that state...we would look at that restriction and we would
say, it would be one house per half acre.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MR. SPENCE: If...but the Interim...after the third house, you're going to trigger subdivision
improvements.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: So essentially three houses on a three-acre lot or a two-acre lot.
MR. SPENCE: Yes, without additional review. If it's in the SMA, then you gotta deal with that as well.
If it's mauka of the road, you can do the three homes, no particular review.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. And if it were, for instance, that same three-acre lot were zoned RU-2,
which is Rural-two acre, how many houses would be allowed on that?
MR. SPENCE: The same three acres?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Same lot, yeah.
MR. SPENCE: Well, you probably wouldn't wanna...it—it was a RU-2—you would get one house per
two acres. So you could build one home and one ohana.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. So that same lot could either have three if it was in Interim as it is now
or one if we went to Rural with no increase in density.
MR. SPENCE: That's correct. And I should add that in addition to the three homes in Interim, you still
can build an accessory dwelling. So you would really get four.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: So essentially four, okay. Members and Madam Chair, I think what's been
happening has been sort of a misinterpretation of what Rural Growth Boundaries are and what
we're trying to do here. So and I thank Mr. Spence for clearing that up I think.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Spence. Thank you, Mr. Couch. Any further questions about the
Planning Department's overview? Before we go on this evening, we are going to have to call
this meeting to adjournment at 8:45 because there'll be a plane that everybody has to get on at
9:00. So between now and then, what the Chair would like to do is we will begin our review of
the maps, we will not take any action on any of the recommendations tonight. We will just do
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what we've done in the past which is to go down the list and review as much as we can and we
will take this up again at our next meeting. Okay. The Chair will accept a -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: --no...yes? Yes, Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, can I just follow up in reference to Mr. Couch's inquiry in
regards to that example?
CHAIR BAISA: Certainly.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So if it's in 0.5 Rural, what's the maximum amount?
MR. SPENCE: Three acres, you're gonna have to do infrastructure so you'd probably get five lots. So
you could do...each house would...or each lot would get a house and ohana. So probably ten
homes. And, you know, I think that we have not followed up with comprehensive zoning. That
is something I think really should be discussed at a community plan level.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Madam Chair?
MR. SPENCE: But I understand the question that you asked.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Thank you, Chair. And, Chair, one more question for
Director?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, please, go right ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: The other is what I wanted more clarification, or perhaps public
also, in regards to the nonconforming issue and the...one of the main reasons for putting into
Rural is that you wanna make it I guess streamline it or be in sync with State and current
community plan Rural. So is that gonna address current homes that have been there for
generations? And tsunami knocks it down or hurricane or something...the people, you're saying,
will be nonconforming structure thereby will not be able to rebuild or are they...it'll give 'em an
easier route to rebuild? And, also, if you can interject the question to this, does it...do they have
the choice of rebuilding within a year rather than have to go...that's what all these churches are
doing in Central and places, they're afraid that if they burn down accidentally they're not...they
have to be forced to rebuild with a year; otherwise, it's this whole long, drawn-out process of
rezoning and what have you. So if you can maybe tie that in?
MR. SPENCE: Sure, okay. Before the meeting today, I went and looked at our laws concerning
nonconformities. Okay. What...
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Spence, can you get closer to your mic?
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MR. SPENCE: Yes, I can.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
MR. SPENCE: Okay. The...a nonconformity takes place when say you add this extra layer, this Maui
Island Plan layer, and your...say just the Rural Growth Boundary, if those boundaries aren't
putting...aren't put on to those properties, even with the existing homes, the existing half acre or
one-acre lots, what that does is it creates a conflict between the zoning... it creates a
nonconformity between the zoning, the community plan and the State district. Oftentimes,
there's gonna be properties that you can rebuild a home just fine. But there are also properties
that say have three legal dwellings on them. So if one of those burns down or gets knocked over
by tsunami or in a hurricane, that when they come back to the Planning Department and they say,
I wanna rebuild this house that was destroyed, really the...for structures, it's 50 percent of the
replacement value. So if your house...if that third home was damaged more than 50 percent of
the replacement value, you could not rebuild. In essence, when you create a nonconformity,
you're saying, I don't want them to rebuild, I don't want this third house here. And that's what it
means to become nonconforming. There are other issues with nonconforming lots as to size that
they're not as...I don't think they're as quite as drastic, but being nonconforming is not a
desirable thing. The goal of planning, the goal of all of our plans is so that everything is
conforming on down the line.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: I have a question.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Spence for that explanation. Question I have is,
in a couple other districts where we did go to Rural Growth Boundaries, I believe in the text we
said that we wanted to restrict density. Is that how... how binding is that in Maui Island Plan? If
we were to say, for instance, on one of these, move it to go to Rural Growth Boundaries without
increasing density in the text...and we've done that before and I thought it was pretty binding.
MR. SPENCE: Well the problem here is I mean the issue is different here than in the other areas
because there you were talking about existing...mostly agricultural subdivisions with two-acre
lots. Here, you're talking about existing lots that range anywhere from a half acre, sometimes
even less to six, seven, ten acres. So I wouldn't...personally, I think that's a decision that should
be made on a community plan level and that those particular owners as well as the community
should have a say so in. It's not apples to apples comparison.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. But we can say in the text, you know, we emphasize restricting density.
And then at the community plan level, that's when the community can get together and
determine what the density should be.
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MR. SPENCE: Yes. The...yes, the community at the community plan level, that's where...the right
way...that would be more of the right way to say what density it should be.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Spence. Madam Chair, I have a follow-up if I could?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, go ahead, Mr. Couch.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: One of the...several of the testifiers said they're concerned about people
coming in and who aren't from here and building on the stuff makai, Mr. Spence. Do you have
a...you had a list of people who are in a lot of those homes. Are those people who live here
already, are there homes there or...can you go through that or a little bit of that list to sample?
MR. SPENCE: I went through...and I did this at 11 o'clock at night so, you know, there's probably
some detail that could've been added. I went through all the properties starting at Haneoo Road
going south. Everything on the makai side of the road and in the State Rural district and
community plan Rural. I came up with a 102 lots. A very few of them are owned by the State.
One of the largest ones is owned by the County. I see... again, I see lots ranging in size from
even less than a half-acre on up to 12 acres, maybe a little bit more. Most of the homes...most of
the properties have at least one home on 'em. A number of 'ern have three homes. I also see a
lot of local names. Besides Mr. Medeiros and Mr. English, I see Hasegawa, I see Cashman,
Makepa, Kaeo, I'm not gonna try to pronounce some of those, Tengan, Aikau, Puu, I see a couple
of Molokai names as well. So these...they're not, you know, and of course, it's hard to tell just
by last names So I'm just really concerned about what we're doing to those folks and they don't
know that this is going on.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Spence.
CHAIR BAISA: Any further questions along this line? Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: I'm sorry, I'm having trouble seeing you directly like this.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: That's alright. Mr. Couch has been blocking your view of all of us, I
think on purpose. But my question for GPS [sic] is whether we can throw up on the map, or the
screen on the left, the proposed Rural designations from the Planning Commission; and on the
right-hand side, show the existing Rural designations that were part of the Hana Community
Plan. We've been talking through this, but I don't, you know, I'm not sure which are which and
maybe Mr. Spence can allude to the fact of how many of the parcels he's recommending are
simply to be in conformance with the community plan as opposed to additions to the General
Plan?
CHAIR BAISA: Planning? Mr. Summers?
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MR. SUMMERS: Thank you. I think that's an excellent point. Throughout the public testimony, I got
the impression that the community may think that this plan is proposing significant expansion of
Rural Growth in the Hana region over and above what's in the existing community plan. When
in fact what the plan as proposed is doing is implementing the existing community plan, the plan
that's been in effect since 1994. The Growth Boundaries were drawn to respect and reflect the
existing Rural areas. So there are no major expansions proposed, we're simply reflecting what's
currently there and what has been since 1994. The other issue is, with respect to comprehensive
or automatic zoning, this process in no way changes anybody's zoning. This process would
establish Rural Growth Boundaries, and there would have to be a subsequent process to change
zoning. At this time, we have new Rural zoning categories so there would be extensive public
involvement, public review decision making before this body to determine the appropriate Rural
category for these parcels. I just wanted to clarify that the Department is not proposing new
development or new expansion of Rural Growth Boundaries in Hana. We're essentially trying to
respect what's in the 1994 Hana Community Plan.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Are there any parcels identified as being recommended for Rural
Boundaries that are not on the...not currently on the Hana Community Plan?
CHAIR BAISA: GIS to the rescue.
MR. SPENCE: No, there are no new properties proposed for Rural over the existing community plan.
And we use the, you know, we use...the community plan uses the State district as the guide. So
it...those things are consistent all the way through right now.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. Then the other question I'd like you to address is, you know,
many of the testifiers said, we want to be able to allow our families to stay on the land. And
we've been approached by other...by families in other districts saying the same thing, and they
have requested going to Rural because Ag does not provide them the same flexibility that they
would have with Rural. And I know that's different with different-sized parcels, but I'd like you
to address that because one of the challenging things is that when we talk about Rural, in
everybody's mind that is engendering higher, you know, high density. But as you've pointed out
to us in... on several occasions, there are a lot of Rural areas that are less developed than many of
the Ag areas. So I think that's something that all of us need to better understand. So maybe you
could share a little bit of that with us.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Spence?
MR. SPENCE: Part of affordable housing is, you know, represented in families that have been here for
generations and their ability to pass that land on to their children because the land is theirs, it's
been paid for, for however long. To take away that ability for, you know, kids to build their
houses on their parents' lot or something like that, that's very difficult for me. And that's part of
the reason I'm recommended that it stay in the Rural Boundary at least so that opportunity exists.
If during the community plan process, you know, families decide otherwise and, you know, the
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community gets together and whatnot, you know, that's another matter; but I think the
opportunity should exist right now and that should remain.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. White, you okay?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah. With just one follow-up.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Again, to clarify what a family can do...actually, you know, I kinda lost
my point so I'll defer to the next one.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Mr. Victorino, you wanted a chance?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, I think those guys on that side they dominate the
conversation, never let us locals to get involved. No, I'm sorry, joking, joking, joking, just
wanted to get somebody going.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Excuse me, but my family's been here longer than yours.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I wouldn't...you out of order here. I have the floor right now, stop
it now. I really have to ask one important question. I know, we getting in trouble now. Okay.
He's pointing at me now, thank you. Why then is this Exhibit F, it says, additions, additions, and
that's why I'm confused like they are. These are saying, add in, add in, addition to, addition to,
and you know, have all this acreage. And, yet, when we look on the map, you know, you're
saying, no, that's already there. So that's why I think the confusion all came is when they read
this, they got all excited and I think that's where the problem lies, is the lack of communication
or, and, or the fact that we say we have an existing plan and much of this—if I'm hearing you
correct, Mr. Spence and Mr. Summers—is already in there. So why is all these additions being
put in when it should've been in compliance with the Hana Community Plan that exists. I mean
I think then people wouldn't be so excited. And if I'm wrong in asking that question, but I really
think that's where all the problem has been this evening 'cause I was under the impression this is
all addition, also. Maybe I was wrong, but that's what I had...I felt. So now you're saying, no,
this is not, this is really part of.
MR. SPENCE: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So why wasn't it somehow explained so then the audience, and
people like myself and maybe a lot of us on this table, would've felt that okay, then it's not an
addition, it's already to comply with the Hana plan that exists right now.
MR. SPENCE: We tried something a little bit different in the transmittal. And this time...and try to
explain a little bit of that. It... what we sent up to the Council said, you know, we're honoring the
community plan, we're going with what GPAC says, et cetera. The...maybe, perhaps, it
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could've been more clear. The...and in my opening remarks, I tried to make that clear. This is
nothing new, this is what exists there now. I...the reason this table says "addition", is because
it's putting back in, it's adding if you want, it's putting back in what was taken out. The
GPAC...what the GPAC did was existing everything, existing Rural. The...whatever Jeff Hunt,
previous Planning Director, did to remove it, and then the Planning Commission also said, take it
out. I'm saying, you know, I'm saying, put it back in, what's there currently.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And was there any rationale why GPAC and the past Director
pulled it out? I mean, again, that would be my next question.
MR. SPENCE: Well part of...I mean you heard testimony tonight from a couple people in the
community that said, you know, we're concerned about the scenic views, we're worried about,
you know, million-dollar homes going in, those kinds of things. That's why they took it out.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. I just wanna make sure that we honor what they're asking.
I mean I...they was loud and clear tonight and there's no question that they don't want this Rural
Growth changes. But now you're saying, no, this is the original plan and I want the community
to understand that whatever we do, if that is correct and you wanted that originally, fine. But I
also heard what happened 20 years ago or 30 years ago, whatever, 20 years ago that some of
these people don't agree with today that it's a different dynamic. So I'm just caught in between
on this whole deal.
MR. SPENCE: Okay. I think it's one thing, and just my perspective and from representing small
landowners in the past -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MR. SPENCE: --and various actions before the Council and Planning Commission, if you went and
talked to those individual owners who wanna...it's one thing for the community or individuals to
stand up and say, we don't want this.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MR. SPENCE: It's another thing if you go talk to the each individual landowner and you say, you know,
this is what's being put on the table, this could affect you. There might be a different response
from each one of those landowners and how they're affected.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well then my last statement in all of this, Madam Chair, as we've
done in other areas, maybe my suggestion is I don't wanna take any action until I hear from these
landowners like we did in the past, we sent notices out to them and then they responded. Now I
don't know if they can come in, but a letter returned or something back saying, hey, if this is the
way it's gonna affect my land, I'd rather not have that happen. Madam Chair, I know we did that
Upcountry and I think this leaves too much unanswered questions. I would be afraid to go one
way the other and hurt... what I heard tonight and maybe hurt some landowners that weren't here
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tonight for whatever reason. And so I cannot support change until I...like you say, Mr. Spence,
maybe we gotta hear from these people whether they think this is a good thing or not. And so
that's my only question to you is well, Madam Chair, if that's a possibility. I know when it's this
kind of...this late in the game, but I think no stone should be unturned. I don't wanna take
anything for chance at this point, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Any further questions? Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. Not really question. I'd like to make comment at
this time.
CHAIR BAISA: Surely, go right ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: I think the community has been very clear and over this period time,
we've talked about it a lot. And other people have come and talked to me and we're...I think we
have...the community has a clear understanding of what is before us. And I thank the
Department for their presentation. I cannot support any of these changes, not one, possibly, the
airport. I would like...first of all, the airport, why are we changing the designation at the airport?
CHAIR BAISA: Can you... Mr. Spence, could you take a stab at that?
MR. SPENCE: Yes, Madam Chair. The proposed change at the airport reflects the changes we made to
that Table 8-2. This is merely a housekeeping measure, it doesn't add or subtract anything to the
airport.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you. Yeah, that one just seemed like an odd change. And for
the Hana school, that is, I assume, it looks like the Hana school lot over there almost looks like
the Hana school lot, not quite. Why is the school, the State land over there, why the change for
that?
MR. SPENCE: It's the same thing, is to reflect the change in that Table. It's a housekeeping measure,
it's not really changing anything. And I would say on the screen on the right, everything in red,
you're seeing within a State Urban district. So, again, we're not trying to create inconsistencies
there.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you. The next one, the Hana Landfill, that area comprises
several different State and County properties that you have outlined over there.
MR. SPENCE: Could you repeat the question?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: The Hana Landfill is D111.
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MR. SPENCE: Yes, and the question is again?

CHAIR BAISA: I think it's the same thing, Mr. Spence.
MR. SPENCE: What is the change? It's the same thing, it's a housekeeping measure.
CHAIR BAISA: Yeah. What we did was change the name of things. And that's what he's doing, he's
changing these things from "Country Town" to "Small Town" and that's it, just a name change.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Okay. I hope the Members don't mind, but I wanna go down these
one by one.
CHAIR BAISA: Oh please, continue.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: The Rural Growth Boundary around Hana 6 that it would be 112,
D112.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Spence?
MR. SPENCE: Okay. That one is proposed to reflect what's currently existing there. That's in the State
Rural district and it's currently in the community plan as Rural.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Alright. That encompasses some very delicate areas inside there.
MR. SPENCE: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: D13 [sic], it's 7 acres, to include the harbor area.
MR. SPENCE: Okay. That's reflecting these uses right here down I mean this very building, we're
proposing to put that in the boundaries simply so the use is preserved. If we ever have to make
repairs to this building and there's an inconsistency, that creates great pains for permitting.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: And D114.
MR. SPENCE: That's just...excuse me, reflecting what's there.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: That is all the subdivision area over there I believe or is it not? Oh,
that's the hotel grounds, that's Hotel Hana Maui.
MR. SPENCE: Yeah, that includes the hotel property.
VICE-CHAIR COUCH: Housekeeping?
CHAIR BAISA: Housekeeping, also, right?
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MR. SPENCE: Yes.
CHAIR BAISA: Just changing the name from "Country Town" to "Small Town", yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Alright.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: The other...all the other properties, D115 down to D121, expanding
the Rural Growth Boundaries, you don't have to go over each one with me, I've gone over those
before. And I will tell the Members now I cannot support any changes on those; and that, again,
is from -115 to D121.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Mr. Carroll, so that's very clear. You don't think that 115 to 121 should be
approved.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Thank you very much. Members, we can...I think that at this point, we've
been through the list once and we have a good idea of now what is on that list and what we'll be
working with at our next meeting. And because it's getting very close to plane time, and I don't
want anybody rushing, I think the best think we do, this is a very good time to take...to end this
meeting. So the Chair would like to thank all of the community that came out tonight, all the
testifiers. I definitely wanna thank the Staff and the Members for coming out to Hana tonight.
Mr. Victorino, wanna say a few words?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, real quickly, and I thank the community. But I also wanna
tell the community I wanna apologize to my colleagues, it was a bad joke. You know, sometimes
you get tired, your brain doesn't work and I apologize to my colleagues down there, it was no
offense meant, they...they're as local as I am so that...please, do not take that...and I apologize
publicly to my colleagues.
CHAIR BAISA: I was hoping you were making up jokes so we'd laugh. You know, these meetings get
kinda grim. You know, I want you guys to realize that we are just like you that yes, we're
Council members, but we're also people and we like to have a light moment once in a while and
we joke among ourselves and tease. But I think we all respect and love each other very much.
And on that note, thank you everybody, thank you Staff, thank you Members, this meeting is
adjourned. . . . (gavel) .. .
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